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Abstract

Epigenetics, particularly the study of DNA methylation, is a cornerstone field for
our understanding of human development and disease. DNA methylation has been
included in the “hallmarks of cancer” due to its important function as a biomarker
and its contribution to carcinogenesis and cancer cell plasticity. Long-read sequenc-
ing technologies, such as the Oxford Nanopore Technologies platform, have evolved
the study of structural variations, while at the same time allowing direct measure-
ment of DNA methylation on the same reads. With this, new avenues of analysis
have opened up, such as long-range allele-specific methylation analysis, methylation
analysis on structural variations, or relating nearby epigenetic modalities on the
same read to another.

Basecalling and methylation calling of Nanopore reads is a computationally expen-
sive task which requires complex machine learning architectures. Read-level methy-
lation calls require different approaches to data management and analysis than ones
developed for methylation frequencies measured from short-read technologies or ar-
ray data. The 2-dimensional nature of read and genome associated DNAmethylation
calls, including methylation caller uncertainties, are much more storage costly than
1-dimensional methylation frequencies. Methods for storage, retrieval, and analy-
sis of such data therefore require careful consideration. Downstream analysis tasks,
such as methylation segmentation or differential methylation calling, have the poten-
tial of benefiting from read information and allow uncertainty propagation. These
avenues had not been considered in existing tools.

In my work, I explored the potential of long-read DNA methylation analysis and
tackled some of the challenges of data management and downstream analysis using
state of the art software architecture and machine learning methods.

I defined a storage standard for reference anchored and read assigned DNA methyla-
tion calls, including methylation calling uncertainties and read annotations such as
haplotype or sample information. This storage container is defined as a schema for
the hierarchical data format version 5, includes an index for rapid access to genomic
coordinates, and is optimized for parallel computing with even load balancing. It
further includes a python API for creation, modification, and data access, including
convenience functions for the extraction of important quality statistics via a com-
mand line interface. Furthermore, I developed software solutions for the segmenta-
tion and differential methylation testing of DNA methylation calls from Nanopore
sequencing. This implementation takes advantage of the performance benefits pro-
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vided by my high performance storage container. It includes a Bayesian methylome
segmentation algorithm which allows for the consensus instance segmentation of
multiple sample and/or haplotype assigned DNA methylation profiles, while consid-
ering methylation calling uncertainties. Based on this segmentation, the software
can then perform differential methylation testing and provides a large number of
options for statistical testing and multiple testing correction.

I benchmarked all tools on both simulated and publicly available real data, and show
the performance benefits compared to previously existing and concurrently devel-
oped solutions. Next, I applied the methods to a cancer study on a chromothriptic
cancer sample from a patient with Sonic Hedgehog Medulloblastoma. I here report
regulatory genomic regions differentially methylated before and after treatment,
allele-specific methylation in the tumor, as well as methylation on chromothriptic
structures.

Finally, I developed specialized methylation callers for the combined DNA methyla-
tion profiling of CpG, GpC, and context-free adenine methylation. These callers can
be used to measure chromatin accessibility in a NOMe-seq like setup, showing the
potential of long-read sequencing for the profiling of transcription factor co-binding.

In conclusion, this thesis presents and subsequently benchmarks new algorithmic and
infrastructural solutions for the analysis of DNA methylation data from long-read
sequencing.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Studium der Epigenetik, insbesondere in Bezug auf DNA-Methylierung, ist
von großer Bedeutung für unser Verständnis der menschlichen Entwicklung und
Pathologie. Epigenetik spielt eine wichtige Rolle als Biomarker und hat Einfluss
auf die Karzinogenese und die Plastizität von Krebszellen, weshalb sie auch mit-
tlerweile als eines der “Hallmarks of Cancer” verstanden wird. Die Entwicklung
von Long Read Sequencing Technologien, d.h. die Sequenzierung von langen DNA
Molekülen, hatte einen großen Einfluss auf die Analyse von strukturellen Vari-
anten und erlaubte die Gruppierung von gelesenen Sequenzen in Haplotypen. Des
Weiteren ermöglichen Long Read Sequencing Technologien die direkte Messung des
DNA-Methylierungsstatus gemeinsam mit genetischer Variation auf denselben DNA
Molekülen. Daraus entspringende Möglichkeiten zur integrativen Analyse beinhal-
ten unter anderem die allelspezifische Methylierungsanalyse, die Untersuchung von
Methylierung in Relation zu struktureller Variation, und die Verknüpfung nahegele-
gener epigenetischer Modalitäten.

Sowohl die Übersetzung der gemessenen Nanopore Signale auf eine DNA Sequenz,
als auch die Bestimmung des Methylierungsstatus, sind rechenintensive Aufgaben
und benötigen komplexe mathematische Modelle. Methylierungsdaten mit Read-
Information unterscheiden sich in ihren Anforderungen an die Datenverwaltung
und Analyse von solchen, die durch Short Read oder Array Technologien er-
langt wurden. Die zweidimensionale Struktur von Methylierungsdaten mit Read-
Zuweisung und genomischen Koordinaten, sowie die zusätzlichen Messunsicher-
heiten der Methylierungsbestimmung, haben viel kostspieligere Anforderungen an
den Datenstrukturen als gewöhnliche eindimensionale Methylierungsfrequenzdaten.
Methoden zur Datenspeicherung, -abfrage, und -analyse sollten daher mit beson-
derer Aufmerksamkeit auf diese Eigenschaften entwickelt werden. Weiterführende
Analysen, so wie die Segmentierung des Methyloms oder die differentielle Methylieri-
ungsanalyse, können von diesen zusätzlichen Informationen profitieren und unter
Berücksichtigung der Fortpflanzung der Messunsicherheit stattfinden.

In meiner Arbeit untersuchte ich das Potential von Long Read Methylierungsanaly-
sen und stelle mich mit Hilfe moderner Software Architekturen und Machine Learn-
ing Methoden den Herausforderungen der Datenverwaltung und Analyse.

Ich entwickelte ein Dateiformat für Methylierungsdaten mit Read-Information und
genomischen Koordinaten, welches auch Messunsicherheiten speichert. Zusätzlich
können Reads mit Annotationen, so wie die Zugehörigkeit zu Proben oder Haplo-
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Zusammenfassung

typen, versehen werden. Das Dateiformat wurde als Schema für das Hierarchical
Data Format Version 5 definiert, beinhaltet einen Index für schnellen Zugriff auf
genomische Koordinaten, und ist optimiert für paralleles Rechnen mit gleichmäßiger
Lastverteilung. Ergänzend wurde das Dateiformat gemeinsam mit einer python API
veröffentlicht, welche die Erstellung, Manipulation, und Abfrage von Methylieri-
ungsdaten ermöglicht. Als nächstes entwickelte ich Software für die Methylom-
segmentierung und differentielle Methylierungsanalyse basierend auf Nanopore Se-
quenzierungsdaten. Die Methylomsegmentierung wurde hier als Bayessche Meth-
ode implementiert und erlaubt es, eine gemeinsame Segmentierung von multiplen
Methylieriungsprofilen, wie z.B. von mehreren biologischen Proben oder Haplotypen,
durchzuführen. Das Bayessche Modell berücksichtigt dabei die Messunsicherheiten
der Methylierungsdaten. Segmente können dann von der Software auf differentielle
Methylierung zwischen Gruppen untersucht werden. Dabei stehen dem Benutzer
eine Vielzahl an Optionen für statistische Tests und zur Beherrschung des multiplen
Testproblems zur Verfügung.

Ich überprüfte die genannten Softwarewerkzeuge in einem Benchmark-Test überprüft,
sowohl auf simulierten als auch auf echten Methylierungsdaten, und zeige hier die
Vorzüge im Vergleich zu bestehenden Methoden auf. Als Teil einer Krebsstudie un-
tersuchte ich auch die allelspezifische Methylierung eines Patienten mit Sonic Hedge-
hog Medulloblastoma, sowie Unterschiede zwischen dem Methylierungsprofil vor und
nach Behandlung und die Methylierung von strukturellen Variationen.

Im letzten Teil entwickelte ich spezialisierte Methylierungsbestimmungssoftware für
die gemeinsame Bestimmung von CpG-, GpC-, und kontextfreier Adeninmethylierung.
Diese Software wurde zur Messung von Chromatinzugänglichkeit in einem NOMe-
seq ähnlichen Framework entwickelt, und ich zeige damit das Potential von Long
Read Sequenzierungstechnologie zur Untersuchung von Transcription Factor Co-
Binding.

Zusammenfassend, diese Arbeit präsentiert und testet neue algorithmische und in-
frastrukturelle Lösungen für die Analyse von Methylierungsdaten von Long Read
Sequenzierungstechnologien.
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1. Introduction

Long-read single-molecule sequencing has revolutionized epigenetics by allowing for
read-level, haplotyped analyses without fragmentation or bisulfite conversion [1].
Modern machine learning technologies and software architectures are required in
order to process, store, and analyze the large amounts of data generated by platforms
like Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) or Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) SMRT-
seq. The following chapters provide an introduction to the field of epigenetics with a
focus on DNA methylation and reviews long-read technologies for DNA methylation
profiling as well as associated computational methodology.

1.1. Epigenomics and transcriptional regulation

Epigenetics refers to the field studying molecular mechanisms which layer on top of
(from Greek epi, meaning in addition) genetic variation, affect transcription, and re-
sult in changes to phenotype which cannot be explained by genetics alone [2]. Some
of the most well studied epigenetic drivers are DNA methylation, histone modifi-
cation, and expression of regulatory RNA such as short and long non-coding RNA
(miRNA and lncRNA, respectively). These modalities can affect RNA expression,
modulation of chromatin accessibility or organization, as well as interaction with
DNA binding transcription factors. Analogously to genomics, the totality of ones
epigenetic profile is referred to as the epigenome.

The epigenome is generally inherited at mitosis, forming a so-called epigenetic mem-
ory which allows for the inheritance of cellular identity [3]. Consequently, the
epigenome is highly tissue specific and indicative of cell-type. Unlike the genome, it
undergoes massive changes during development [4]. The study of the epigenome is
crucial for our understanding of transcriptional mechanics, cell-type identity, devel-
opment and aging [5]. Epigenetics is also of particular interest in the study of disease,
as disruption of epigenetic processes can lead to abnormal expression changes and
cellular behavior and even cause genetic point mutations [6]. The “hallmarks of can-
cer” [7, 8] describe an (ever changing) number of mechanisms important to cancer
development, progression, and treatment. As of recent, epigenetics has been in-
cluded due to its role in tumorigenesis, malignant cell identity, immune modulation
and inhibition of DNA repair mechanisms [6], often through promotion of onco-
gene and disregulation of tumor suppressor gene expression [9]. Being a reversible
cellular feature, the epigenome also prospectively represents a potential target for
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Figure 1.1.: Illustration of different types of epigenetic modifications and drivers.
DNA methylation annotates DNA by binding of methyl-groups to nu-
cleobases, affecting the binding of transcription factors which enhance
or repress gene expression (Chapter 1.1.1). Histone modifications, here
illustrated as acetylation and methylation, modulate chromatin organi-
zation and accessibility (Chapter 1.1.2). MicroRNA affects translation
by modifying mRNA postranscriptionally. LncRNA is illustrated here
in one of its many functions, as an architect of chromatin organization.

therapy, making the identification of epigenetic drug targets of great interest for
cancer treatment [10].

1.1.1. DNA methylation

The modification of DNA by way of methylation is an important epigenetic driver
found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. In general, it describes the molecular
process of binding a methyl group (CH3) to a nucleobase in a DNA sequence. This
binding process is mediated by a DNA methyltransferase, an enzyme which selec-
tively interacts with DNA in order to transfer a methyl group from the universal
methyl donor S-adenosylmethionine to the appropriate DNA base. While DNA
methylation in mammals is involved in complex regulatory mechanisms affecting
gene expression and alternate splicing [11], DNA methylation was first discovered
in bacteria [12], where it mostly serves as a rudimentary immune system [13].

Adenine methylation

Adenine methylation primarily occurs in bacteria, where it turns adenine into N6-
methyladenine (6mA) by binding a methyl group to the 6th atom in the adenine
structure. Seeing how bacterial genomes lack histones to be modified or the chro-
matin structure to be manipulated by lncRNA, DNA methylation represents the
main epigenetic mechanism in these organisms. Depending on species, adenine
methylation may be mediated by a number of methyltransferases and occurs in
different sequence contexts. For example, DNA adenine methylase (Dam) is known
to bind unmethylated 5’GATC3’ (hereon shortened to just GATC) context immedi-
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1.1. Epigenomics and transcriptional regulation

ately after DNA replication in order to copy the methylation state of the template
strand to the newly synthesized strand. It is important to note at this point, that
DNA methyltransferases tend to be sequence specific and prefer self-complementary
sequences [14]. Self-complementary sequences are sequences which read the same
when read in the 5’-3’ direction on one strand as when read on the 5’-3’ direction
the other strand. This can be seen in the GATC motif, whose reverse complement
sequence is also GATC.

Dam mediated adenine methylation has been found to fulfill a number of different
roles. One of the first discovered roles is its part in the restriction-modification
system [15], a mechanism in which restriction enzymes cleave foreign DNA to pro-
tect the bacteria from viral infections. GATC methylation is used to protect the
bacteria’s own DNA from restriction enzymes, or in other cases to promote cleav-
age of methylated DNA in the case of methylation dependent restriction enzymes
[16]. Another important function of GATC methylation is the regulation of gene
transcription. Genes containing GATC motifs in their promoter may be transcrip-
tionally enhanced or repressed, by invitation of methylation dependent or blockage
of methylation adverse activator or repressor enzymes [17]. Furthermore, GATC
methylation has also shown to change the curvature of DNA, affecting chromatin
structure in a way that regulates gene transcription [18].

Cell cycle regulated methyltransferase (CcrM), another adenine methyltransferase
found in bacteria, also binds in a self-complementary sequence, namely the
5’GANTC3’ context. As its name suggests, expression of CcrM is regulated by cell
cycle. It is limited to the final stage of chromosome replication, such that chromatin
is hemimethylated (methylated in one strand only) during most of the replication
stage and becomes fully methylated at the beginning of the cell division stage [19,
20]. GANTC methylation therefore represents an important epigenetic marker of
cell stage in bacteria, affects transcription of cell-cycle related genes, and appears to
be crucial to maintaining the proper chromatin structure required for cell division
[19].

Occasionally, novel methyltransferases are discovered in individual strains of lower
organisms such as bacteria or viruses. Their function is probably akin to that of
an innate immune system and they are therefore not involved in regular cellular
function. Nevertheless, these methyltransferases can be of interest for in vitro stud-
ies, where methylation of certain nucleobases is desired. For example, they may
be used to mark chromatin accessible to DNA binding proteins (Chapter 1.1.4).
Among these are sequence-independent methyltransferases, which are a special class
of methyltransferases which methylate nucleobases in arbitrary sequence context
and therefore also create a strand-specific methylome. The first mostly sequence-
independent methyltransferase was discovered in a strain of Mu phage virus [21].
The gene expressing Dam has in this strain been replaced with another methyltrans-
ferase which methylates adenine in any context other than poly-adenine. EcoGII, the
first truly sequence-independent methyltransferase, has been cloned from a strain
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of E.coli, where it had been encoded but not expressed. It has since been used
successfully to methylate adenine in arbitrary sequence context in vitro [22].

Cytosine methylation and oxidative derivatives

While more common in mammalian DNA, cytosine methylation has been found
both in prokaryotic as well as in eukaryotic genomes. Cytosine is converted to
5-methylcytosine (5mC) or the lesser studied 4-methylcytosine (4mC) by binding
a methyl-group to the 5th or 4th atom in the cytosine structure [23, 24]. DNA
cytosine methyltransferase (Dcm) is found in bacteria, where it methylates the inner
cytosine in the self-complementary CCWGG sequence. Cytosine methylation has
been shown to play a limited role in the restriction-modification system [25] and
has been hypothesized to be regulatory of bacteria growth rate [26]. M.CviPI is a
methyltransferase cloned from Chlorella virus, which methylates cytosine specifically
in the self-complementary 5’GC3’ context [27], typically written as GpC to represent
guanine and cytosine connected by a phosphate link in DNA. Like EcoGII with
adenine, M.CviPI has been used for in vitro methylation of cytosine in GpC context
[28].

In mammalian organisms, including humans, cytosine methylation represents one
of the most important epigenetic marks. GpC methylation in humans has been
detected in mitochondria [29], but the most common and well studied form of cyto-
sine methylation in mammals is the conversion of cytosine in 5’CG3’ (CpG) context
to 5mC in chromosomal DNA. The functions and methods of regulation of CpG
methylation in mammals are far more complex than that of DNA methylation in
prokaryotes. CpG methylation levels in mammals are regulated by a complex mech-
anism involving over ten different enzymes, controlling the targeted methylation and
demethylation of CpG sites [11] (Figure 1.2).

There are two types of methyltransferases responsible for CpG methylation. DNA
methyltransferase 3 alpha and beta (DNMT3a and DNMT3b, respectively) are re-
sponsible for de novo methylation of CpG sites. DNMT3a and DNMT3b bind
unmethylated and hemimethylated DNA alike, and are mostly active in pluripotent
cells and early embryonic development [30]. Continuous de novo methylation is
an important mechanism for cell differentiation, setting the tracks for a cell’s path
down Waddington’s landscape [31]. Fully differentiated somatic cell are found to
be approximately 70-80% methylated in CpG sites [11, 32]. This gradual differen-
tiation process, however, requires the methylome to be inherited in mitosis, a task
performed by maintenance DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1). DNMT1 specifi-
cally binds hemimethylated DNA during the synthesis stage of mitosis, and copies
the methylation state of the original template DNA strand to the newly synthesized
strand. It is this mechanism that not only inherits methylation state in mitosis, but
also ensures symmetric methylation of CpG sites on both strands, as the CpG motif
is again a self-complementary sequence.
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1.1. Epigenomics and transcriptional regulation

Unlike eukaryotic cells, mammalian cells also contain mechanisms for the controlled
demethylation of CpG sites. Demethylation can occur in two different ways, de-
scribed as passive demethylation and active demethylation. Passive demethylation
describes the dilution of methylation by failure of methylation maintenance through
DNMT1. If the methylation state of a CpG site is not copied during mitosis, first
generation child cells will be hemimethylated, and two of the four second generation
child cells will be unmethylated (Figure 1.2).

Active demethylation is performed through oxidation followed by passive dilution
or base repair mechanisms. The ten-eleven translocation (TET) enzyme is a DNA
binding protein which interacts with 5mC, successively oxidizing the methyl group
(CH3) to a hydroxymethyl group (CH2OH), then a formyl group (CHO), and ulti-
mately a carboxyl group (CO2H). The respective oxidative derivatives of 5mC, called
5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), 5-formylcytosine (5fC), and 5-carboxylcytosine
(5caC), have then shown to be more difficult to maintain by DNMT1 during mito-
sis, leading to passive dilution [33]. Alternatively, thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG),
a DNA repair enzyme responsible for excising mismatched thymine from G/T pairs,
has also been found to react to 5fC and 5caC, excising these nucleobases and leaving
behind an abasic nucleotide [34]. These abasic nucleotides are then repaired by base
excision repair (BER) mechanisms, replacing the removed nucleobase with a canon-
ical (unmethylated) cytosine base, completing the active demethylation process.
Furthermore, there has been evidence of direct decarboxylation of 5caC, indicating
another potential pathway of active demethylation [34] (Figure 1.2).

While oxidative derivatives of 5mC are often thought of as mere transient states
on the way to demethylation, studies suggest 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC might also be
functional epigenetic marks. This is indicated by the stability of 5hmC in mitosis,
enrichment of 5fC in regulatory elements, and the existence of DNA binding proteins
which preferentially bind to 5hmC, 5fC, or 5caC [35, 36]. A clear picture of potential
regulatory mechanisms by these DNA modifications, however, requires further study.

CpG organization and functions in mammals

Early on it had been discovered that while most of mammalian DNA is methylated,
unmethylated regions appeared to be enriched with short sequences of high CpG-
density [37]. Furthermore, these unmethylated and CpG-enriched regions were found
to be mostly located upstream of actively expressed genes, giving rise to suspicion
that CpG-methylation may be potential regulator of gene expression [32]. Later,
the term CpG-Island (CGI) was coined [38, 39], which is now typically defined as
200-3,000bps long sequences with a GC-content higher than 50% and normalized
CpG fraction greater than 0.6 [40–42], found at most gene promoter regions.

Normalized CpG fraction is typically calculated as:

CpGNormalized =
CpGObserved

CpGExpected
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Figure 1.2.: DNA Methylation and demethylation pathways for CpG methylation
in mammals. A) Chemical composition of cytosine nucleobases, from
canonical (unmethylated) cytosine to 5mC, to its oxidative derivatives
5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC. Illustration inspired by [11]. B) Methylation and
passive demethylation on double stranded DNA. DNMT3a and b de
novo methylate both strands. At mitosis, new DNA strands are synthe-
sized and the methylation state of the original strand is copied by the
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Figure 1.3.: Sketch representing promoter CpG islands, shores and shelves in the
promoter region upstream of a gene’s transcription start site. CGIs
are short regions with high CpG density [38, 39]. Shores are typically
defined as the 2kbp region upstream of the CGI, and shelves describe
the region of intermdiate CpG density 2kbps further upstream. CpGs in
low-density regions outside of CGIs, shores, or shelves are called open-
sea CpGs [41, 43]. Illustration inspired by [44].

where

CpGExpected =
NCNG

NN

CpGObserved = NCG

and Nb for b ∈ {C,G,N,CG} is the number of sequence b observed and N is the
total sequence length.

Further studies have shown that while full CGI methylation is an effective suppressor
of transcription, the lower-density regions upstream of CGIs appear to have more
variation and correlate stronger with gene transcription than the actual CGI itself.
This has been observed both in disease as well as in healthy cell differentiation.
These regions 2,000bps from CGIs have since been named CGI shores [41]. Keeping
with the metaphor, the 2,000bps beyond CGI shores are named CGI shelves, and
CpG-sites not within islands, shores, or shelves are commonly referred to as open-sea
CpGs [43] (Figure 1.3).

Functions of CpG methylation in mammals

The most well known and well studied function of CpG methylation in mammals
is the repression of gene expression through promoter methylation. Upregulation
of genes can then occur by active promoter demethylation through the recruitment
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of TET and TDG enzymes [45]. This function is particularly apparent in the case
of X chromosome inactivation in early female embryonic development [46]. Female
organisms contain two copies of the X chromosome, and require that one of the two
copies is completely silenced from transcription, to avoid a 2-fold overexpression of
X chromosome genes. Therefore, one of the two copies undergoes global de novo
methylation where the majority of CGIs, both in gene promoter regions but also
outside of gene promoter regions, become hypermethylated.

Transcriptional silencing via methylation, however, has been observed in autosomes
as well [47], where it is highly cell-type specific [48]. The exact mechanism by which
promoter methylation silences gene expression varies. It is typically ascribed to one
of two mechanisms: (i) by blocking the binding of methylation adverse transcription
factors, or (ii) by inviting the binding of repressor enzymes which in turn activate a
pathway of transcriptional silencing via chromatin remodeling.

Supporting the first model, a number of transcription factors required for gene ex-
pression which specifically bind GC-rich motifs have been identified. These require
cytosine to be canonical in order to successfully bind [49]. Methylation of genes
targeted by these transcription factors can therefore inhibit transcription factor
binding and suppress gene expression [50]. Since this model can only apply to a
limit number of genes with GC rich promoters, it is therefore assumed that the
more significant mechanism is silencing via invitation of a family of proteins known
methyl CpG binding domains (MBDs). Several of these proteins have been iden-
tified, like methyl-CpG binding protein complex 1 and 2 (MeCP1, MeCP2) as well
as MBD1 through MBD4. MBDs binding in methylated CGIs have been found to
further invite structural proteins and histone deacetylase, modifying nearby histones
leading to compact and inaccessible chromatin (Chapter 1.1.2). This chromatin in-
accessibility then leads to inability of polymerase and transcription factor binding,
therefore silencing gene expression [51].

While gene silencing via promoter methylation is the most well known regulatory
mechanism of CpG methylation, more recently it has been found that methylation
can also have the opposite effect on transcription. A number of transcription factors
have been found which are methylation dependent and cannot bind promoters with
unmethylated CGIs [52]. In this case, transcription can be upregulated through
promoter methylation [53, 54].

Alternative splicing regulation is another function of CpG methylation in mammals
which is not yet entirely understood and likely a complex interplay of different mech-
anisms. To understand this, the we first gene transcription as a three-stage process:
(i) transcription intiation, (ii) elongation, and (iii) termination. The result is an un-
spliced pre-mRNA molecule, which then undergoes selective splicing out of introns,
retaining only the short exons in the final mRNA molecule. While upregulation
and downregulation of gene expression via promoter methylation shows the effect
DNA methylation has on the initiation stage of transcription, it has been shown
that DNA methylation can also effect the elongation stage resulting in alternative
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exon inclusion.

Exons are distinguished between constitutive exons and alternative exons. Consti-
tutive exons are typically included in mRNA, while alternative exons, also called
“weak” exons, are often spliced out together with introns. While splicing occurs
after transcription, it is already during the elongation stage of the transcription
process when exons are prepared for inclusion, and it has been shown that a slower
elongation phase is more likely to detect a weak exon boundary and therefore lead
to inclusion of an alternative exon [55]. The discovery that exons typically contain
slightly higher (17%) methylation rates than neighboring introns [56], and included
exons tend to have higher methylation rates that excluded exons [57] was the first
indication that exon methylation may be regulatory for exon inclusion. A number of
mechanism have since been proposed to explain how DNA methylation may regulate
alternate splicing.

Unmethylated regions near alternative exons are prone to be bound by conserved
zinc finger protein (CTCF), an important transcription factor. When CTCF binds
downstream from an alternative exon, the polymerase may be blocked and the elon-
gation phase of transcription may be slowed down [58]. Similarly, however, methy-
lated DNA might invite MBDs such as MeCP2 to bind near the exon, having a sim-
ilar effect as CTCF, also slowing the elongation phase. In either case, the extended
elongation phase can then lead to improved detection of the alternative exon’s weak
exon boundary and inclusion of the exon in the final spliced mRNA products [56].

Aberrant methylation in disease

Aberrations in DNA methylation are an important clinical factor in the understand-
ing, identification, and treatment of a number of diseases. The methylome undergoes
large scale changes not only in the early embryonic development, but also during
aging, and age releated hypomethylation has been linked to a number of diseases,
from autoimmune disease [59] to neurological disorders [60].

DNA methylation aberrations can be caused by disease or can be causal for disease
development themselves. Escape from X chromosome inactivation, for example,
can be causal for a number of X-linked diseases such as autoimmune disorders,
leading to an increased prevalence in female organisms [61–63]. On the other hand,
mutation accumulation in cancer can cause alterations to methylation relevant genes
such as DNMT or TET, which interrupt the regular processes of DNA methylation
maintenance and ultimately lead to changes in methylation patterns [64, 65]. These
methylation changes may then further lead to improved tumor survival and immune
escape, as a result of which DNA methylation has been named one of the hallmarks
of cancer [7]

While DNA methylation changes in cancer are tumor specific, a widespread theme
observed in many cancer types is described as global hypomethylation, primarily
observed in repetitive sequences, combined with focal hypermethylation [66–68].
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Hypomethylation has been shown to contribute to cancer development by transcrip-
tional activation of so called “oncogenes”, genes that when expressed contribute to
uncontrolled cell proliferation and thus cancer growth [69]. Another way in which
global hypomethylation might contribute to cancer development is by causing ge-
nomic instability and thereby leading to progressively increased genomic rearrange-
ments [70, 71]. While mechanics of regulation via promoter or enhancers methy-
lation in CGIs and shores are relatively well understood, hypomethylation related
to genomic instability has been shown to be relevant in shelves and open-sea CpGs
as well, indicating that epigenomic analysis should not be restricted to CGIs and
shores alone [72].

Focal hypermethylation results in gene promoter methylation leading to downreg-
ulation, or in rare cases upregulation, of gene expression. Tumor suppressor genes
(TSGs), also called anti-oncogenes, are genes encoding proteins which act as a regu-
lator of cell proliferation, typically by controlling rate of cell division or by inducing
apoptosis in carcinogenic cells [69, 73]. Inactivation of TSG via hypermethylation
of TSG promoters can therefore lead to runaway cell proliferation and thus cancer
development.

However, genome-wide DNA methylation analysis in a large number of tumors re-
vealed that not only promoters are focally methylated in cancer. Like promoter
methylation, the methylation of cis-regulatory elements such as gene enhancers and
super-enhancers is found to have an equal - perhaps even stronger - silencing effect
on gene expression than promoter methylation [74]. These studies suggest that en-
hancers make up the most differentially methylated regions between cells of different
cancer stages, implying that enhancer methylation plays a role in the development
and plasticity of cancer cells required for cancer cell survival and treatment evasion
[75, 76].

Both hypomethylation and focal hypermethylation have been shown to occur in an
allele-specific manner [77], meaning that they may not be applied symmetrically
to both chromosomal copies. While allele-specific methylation (ASM), where one
allele is differentially methylated from the other at the same genomic locus, is not
uncommon in healthy cells [78], it has been shown that ASM is indeed increased in
cancers [77, 79]. This makes the analysis of allele-specific methylation of particular
interest in cancer studies.

DNA Methylation as treatment target or biomarker

Motivated by the prominent role of DNA methylation in cancer development and
survival, it has also long been of interest as a potential treatment target [80]. For
example, reactivation of TSG through targeted hypomethylation of promoters and
enhancers has been accomplished using the TET mediated active demethylation
pathway [81, 82].

Aside from treating DNA methylation targets causal to disease progression, disease-
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specific methylation patterns may also be used as biomarkers for the identification
of disease subtypes and progression. DNA Methylation profiles have been used in
clinics for diagnosis, triage and choice of therapy [66, 83]. In cancer, DNA methy-
lation profiles have been used to classify cancer subtypes [84, 85], help infer clonal
evolution [86], or to determine the tissue or organ of origin for metastatic cancer [87,
88]. In some cases, cancer biomarkers may also be detected in cell-free DNA col-
lected from liquid biopsies (e.g. blood), making such DNA methylation biomarkers
particularly accessible [83, 89].

1.1.2. Chromatin remodeling

Chromatin is a tightly packaged accumulation of nucleosomes, each nucleosome con-
sisting of a histone octamer with DNA wound around it. The histone octamer itself
is a combination of eight histone proteins, two copies of each canonical histone H2A,
H2B, H3 and H4. This tight packaging allows for DNA to be compactly stored in
a cell’s nucleus and also serves to protect DNA from damage [90]. Heterochromatin
describes chromatin which is so thightly packed, that it is entirely inaccessible to
DNA binding proteins, such as polymerase, repair proteins, transcription factors,
MBDs, or DNA methyltransferases, and is therefore not actively transcribed. Eu-
chromatin is more loosely packed and consists of open regions of accessible DNA
between nucleosomes. The majority of eukaryotic chromatin is heterochromatin,
however heterochromatin can be further divided into faculive and constitutive het-
erochromatin. Consitutive heterochromatin typically remains inaccessible and does
not change its composition, wheras facultative heterochromatin can be remodeled
to euchromatin during development and cell differentiation [91].

Like DNA bases, euchromatin histones are regularly modified in order to regulate
chromatin accessibility and affect transcription. Histones are prone to a large num-
ber of modifications, including methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation, deami-
nation, and others [92], resulting in a large number of variant histones. Histone
acetylation results in weaker nucleosome-DNA binding, allowing DNA to unspool
and become accessible for transcription. Gene expression can therefore be regulated
by the expression of histone acetylase and deacetylase proteins [92], leading to higher
or lower accessibility for transcription factor binding. Histones can be methylated
in a number of positions, and there are numerous methylation derived modified hi-
stones. Some are associated with upregulation and some with downregulation of
gene expression [93].

Aside from chromatin accessibility, the 3-dimensional organization of chromatin can
also be important for transcription. Cis-regulatory elements such as enhancers can
be located megabases away from gene promoters, yet their accessibility may be
required for transcription initiation (Figure 1.4). The explanation for this is that
chromatin may be looped such that enhancer and promoter are in physical proximity
and can be co-bound by transcription factors [94, 95]. This 3d-structure can in
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turn be modulated by other epigenetic factors, including lncRNA [96], which bind
chromatin and may pull regions of DNA together in order to promote transcription
factor co-binding.

1.1.3. State of the art technologies for epigenetics profiling

Seeing how DNA methylation plays such an important role in our understanding of
human development, cell identity and differentiation, as well as global diseases such
as cancer, the measurement of DNA methylation in biological samples is of great
interest. Early methods were limited to the overall quantification of methylated
material in a sample, typically by labeling of methylated DNA with radioactive iso-
topes [97] or more recently MBDs whose binding could be visualized on an optical
plate reader [98]. Epigenetic programs in mammals, however, are highly localized,
and such methods were not sufficient to aid our understanding of the mammalian
methylome. The solution to this came with advances in genotyping and sequenc-
ing methods, which could be repurposed for the methylation measurement either
through base modification (bisulfite sequencing, enzymatic methylation sequencing)
or direct measurement (ONT, PacBio).

Bisulfite based methods

Bisulfite based methods utilize sodium bisulfite (NaHSO3) to treat methylated DNA.
Sodium bisulfite reacts with canonical cytosine in a three-step process, leading to
a deamination of cytosine, converting it to canonical uracil. In the first step, the
bisulfite ion (HSO3) attaches to the sixth position in cytosine’s carbon ring. This
triggers deamination via hydrolysis, followed by the bisulfite ion being freed again in
order to regenerate the double bond between the fifth and sixth carbon [99] (Figure
1.5).

The key for purposing this method for the sake of DNA methylation quantifica-
tion, is that this process depends on cytosine being canonical. Modified cytosine
(5mC, 5hmC, 5fC, 5caC) do not interact with sodium bisulfite and therefore remain
unchanged after bisulfite treatment.

Bisulfite treated DNA can then be amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
In the amplification process, the complementary base for methylated cytosine is gua-
nine. For canonical cytosine, which has been converted to uracil, the complementary
base is adenine (since uracil is but unmethylated thymine). In the following steps of
amplification, the methylated cytosine location is therefore amplified as C/G bases
and the originally canonical cytosine is amplified as A/T bases.

Subsequently, standard genotyping methods can be used to identify whether a C/G
location has been replaced by an A/T base. To do so, genotyping arrays designed
specifically for the genotyping of cytosines in CpG context on the human genome
were developed. Two well established examples are the Illumina Infinium Human-
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Methylation450 (in short often referred to as 450k-array) BeadChip, which covers
over 480,000 CpG sites and includes the majority of CGIs in the human genome,
and the Infinium MethylationEPIC (often referred to as the 850k-array), covering
over 850,000 CpG sites and offering improved coverage of gene regulatory sites [100].

Advances in next generation sequencing later allowed for high throughput sequenc-
ing, using the sequencing-by-synthesis principle [101]. Whole genome sequencing
(WGS) experiments can read an entire genome for the purpose of genome assem-
bly or genotyping via mapping to an established reference genome. Whole genome
bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) refers to the combination of bisulfite treatment and
WGS, allowing for genome-wide base-pair resolution methylation measurement.

Bisulfite conversion based methods come with a number of limitations. Conver-
sion rate depends on the dosage of sodium bisulfite and incubation time, and low
conversion rate leads to an overestimation of DNA methylation. A more aggres-
sive treatment with high dosage and sufficient incubation time, however, leads to
DNA degradation resulting in fragmentation of DNA molecules [102]. While frag-
mentation is a necessary part for sequencing-by-synthesis, it can be problematic if
sequencing adapters are damaged. This lead to the development of the post-bisulfite-
adapter-treatment (PBAT) protocol, in which sequencing adapters are ligated after
the bisulfite treatment [103]. PBAT now represents the gold-standard protocol for
WBGS.

A more recent conversion-based approach promises to reduce DNA degradation by
replacing bisulfite treatment with an enzymatic reaction based on first oxidizing 5mC
to 5hmC using TET and then deaminating canonical cytosine using apolipoprotein
B mRNA editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide-like 3A (APOBEC3A), which reacts
with canonical and methylated cytosine, but not its oxidative derivatives [104].

Fragment size and thus read length are inherently limited in a WGBS experiment,
making this approach incompatible with modern long-read sequencing technologies.
Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish between canonical cytosine, which is read
as A/T, and actual C>T single nucleotide variation (SNV), be it a point mutation
or single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). The large number of induced cytosine
variations on top of regular genomic variation makes the alignment of such short
reads particularly challenging, leading to the development of specialized alignment
algorithms [106]. Even more challenging is the assessment of ASM using WGBS.
Assigning methylation values to a specific allele requires the presence of heterozygous
SNVs other than C>T, which may not be given on short reads, as well as the ability
to reliably detect them. These and other factors contribute to the interest in longer
read lengths and bisulfite-free technologies for DNA methylation detection such as
the methods.
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Direct measurement of modified bases

Read length in sequencing experiments is a key determining factor for the quality
of reference assembly and alignment, and of particular importance when studying
structural variations. Traditional sequencing-by-synthesis platforms rely on simul-
taneous synthesis of multiple strands which must perform in perfect synchronicity
in order to measure the synthesized base. With increased read length, synthesis lag
accumulates and sequencing quality drops, resulting in maximum read lengths of
about 300bps in current Illumina sequencing systems [107, 108].

Novel sequencing technologies were developed to overcome the read length limita-
tions, two of which are Nanopore sequencing, implemented by ONT, and single-
molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing by PacBio.

Nanopore sequencing measures perturbation in electrical current as DNA or RNA
molecules flow through a Nanopore, producing a distinct electrical current read for
each molecule. The current perturbation can then be analyzed in order to recon-
struct the original sequence by solving the inverse problem of signal perturbation.
This is a non-trivial problem, which requires computationally expensive machine
learning algorithms detailed in Chapter 1.3.1 and Chapter 1.3.2. Nanopore sequenc-
ing suffers from lower base accuracy than sequencing-by-synthesis approaches. As a
comparison, standard quality control for ONT sequencing data suggests discarding
reads with a mean Q-score of 7, that is keeping reads with 20% error rate or smaller.
In comparison, short read sequencing experiments quality control standards typi-
cally recommend discarding reads with a Q-score of less than 30, that is a maximum
read error rate of 0.1% [109].
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However, Nanopore sequencing allows for reads of theoretically unlimited read length,
with the current record being a 2Mbps read [110]. It also allows for direct measure-
ment of chemical base modifications like 5mC or 6mA and even oxidative deriva-
tives like 5hmC, by distinguishing the signal perturbation of modified from that of
canonical bases [111]. Computational tools for base- and methylation calling are
being continuously developed, and previously generated Nanopore data can be be
re-analyzed with new software versions in order to improve data quality.

SMRT-seq is a modified synthesis-based sequencing approach. Instead of synthesiz-
ing a multitude of molecules concurrently, SMRT-seq synthesizes a single circularized
molecule multiple times in sequence, while measuring fluorescence labeled synthe-
sized bases [112]. While fluorescence values do not reveal information about DNA
methylation state, it was found that temporal information such as duration of fluo-
rescent pulse and delay between pulses can be used to determine base modification
state, and a number of software tools have been developed and successfully applied
to determine 5mC and 6mA methylation [112, 113].

Both Nanopore sequencing and SMRT-seq allow for simultaneous interrogation of
genome and methylome on the same molecule. Long reads allow for better map-
ping haplotype assignment for the analysis of ASM, better mapping to repetitive
or highly rearranged regions, and therefore enable genome-wide haplotype phased
DNA methylation analyses.

1.1.4. Chromatin accessibility profiling

Chromatin accessibility profiling is of great interest for the discovery of gene reg-
ulatory regions and their functions. Technologies have evolved from indirect mea-
surement, to direct measurement in bulk and single cells, and eventually to direct
single-molecule profiling [114]. Indirect measurement of chromatin accessibility has
been performed using chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with sequencing
(ChIP-seq) [115]. With ChIP-seq, DNA binding proteins like histones and tran-
scription factors can be labeled with specific antibodies. DNA is then fragmented,
and bound DNA is isolated from the rest, which can then be sequenced and mapped
to a reference genome in order to determine which regions in the genome were bound
by the targeted protein. In order to estimate chromatin accessibility, specific an-
tibodies for modified histones are used to measure the histone modification state.
Chromatin accessibility can then be estimated from neighboring histone methlyation
or acetylation state [115, 116].

Cleavage based methods

Direct measurement of chromatin accessibility has been achieved by instead applying
DNA binding proteins which bind accessible chromatin in order to label it. Cleavage
based methods, such as MNase-seq [117, 118], DNase-seq [119], and ATAC-seq [120]
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introduce enzymes which cleave DNA in accessible regions. Cleaved DNA is then
sequenced and mapped to a reference genome, after which cleavage events can be
analyzed in order to identify regions of accessible chromatin. Since cleavage enzymes
also occasionally bind linker DNA between nucleosomes, it is necessary to distinguish
between regions of open chromatin and background noise from other sources of
cleavage/fragmentation. This task is called “peak calling” and implemented as a
machine learning task [121, 122].

Methylation based methods

Another direct method of chromatin profiling is to label accessible chromatin using
methyltransferases in order to introduce a type of DNA methylation not originally
found in the organism. Methylation profiling is then performed to determine which
regions were accessible to the methyltransferase.

NOMe-seq describes a protocol where GpC methyltransferase M.CviPI is used to
treat DNA, followed by WGBS [28, 123] in order to simultaneously profile DNA
methylation and accessibility (Figure 1.6). Since mammalian DNA generally does
not contain cytosine methylation in GpC context outside the mitochondria, methy-
lated GpC sites can be assumed to have been in open chromatin. Since M.CviPI only
methylates GpC sites, other cytosine methylation can be assumed to be endogenous.
Sites in a GpCpG context are ambiguous, and are typically dropped in interpreta-
tion, as methylation of the center cytosine might be endogenous CpG methylation
or in vitro GpC methylation. While this method allows for accurate measurement
of chromatin accessibility in GpC sites, it is limited by the occurrence of the GpC
motif and regulatory regions depleted in the GpC motif cannot be profiled.

Another advantage of this method is that chromatin accessibility can be measured
for an entire DNA molecule and is limited only by the read length of the sequencing
method. If reads are large enough to cover an entire transcription factor binding site,
it is possible to detect the footprint left by transcription factor binding, observed
as an accessible region with a short inaccessible segment in the middle where the
transcription factor is actively binding [95, 124].

Furthermore, the method can be translated to long-read sequencing systems such
as ONT sequencing, in order to profile chromatin accessibility in long reads [125]
and different methyltransferases can be used to profile regions depleted in the GpC
motif [126].

1.2. Principles of machine learning in epigenetics

Bioinformaticians are faced with many challenges which require machine learning
tools for the analysis of epigenetic data. In this chapter I give a general introduction
into machine learning, starting with principals of Bayesian inference leading up
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Figure 1.6.: Methylation based chromatin accessibility measurement such as NOMe-
seq. Methyltransferases bind accessible chromatin in order to methy-
late DNA. A) Nucleosome occupied chromatin and transcription factor
bound chromatin are inaccessible to methyltransferases. B) Resulting
DNA is methylated in the unbound transcription factor binding site,
and in the flanking regions of a bound transcription factor. C) Measur-
ing DNA methylation rates over multiple transcription factor binding
sites results in footprints such as sketched here, for used an unused sites.

to hidden markov models, which are a corner stone of existing methods for DNA
methylation analysis in short and long reads. Finally, I briefly go over deep learning
technologies applied for base and methylation calling of Nanopore reads.

Machine learning is a field in the broad area of artificial and computational in-
telligence. It involves the study and application of algorithms designed to learn
functions without them being explicitly programmed [127]. Common problems of
machine learning include regression, classification, and clustering. Methods can
range from being strictly modeled and probabilistic such as Bayesian inference, to
more free-form pragmatic, perhaps even heuristic, approaches such as neural net-
works for pattern recognition. Some machine learning problems can be solved by a
human experts, but intelligent systems are designed in order to automate the task
such that it can be applied to large datasets even in the presence of natural variabil-
ity and signal noise. Examples of this include image classification or segmentation
tasks, audio transcription, or machine translation. Other machine learning prob-
lems are designed to solve problems too complex for human experts to solve, such as
when learning inference on highly dimensional data or learning complex functions
not easily intuited.

Machine learning tasks are further classified as supervised and unsupervised meth-
ods [128]. Supervised methods require training data with ground truth labels, and
typically include classification and regression tasks. Unsupervised methods do not
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require ground truth labels and include such tasks as clustering or dimensionality
reduction. Weakly or semi-supervised methods describe methods that are trained
with a minimal training dataset.

1.2.1. Bayesian methods

Bayesian methods of machine learning describe a family of methods based on the
Bayes theorem

P (L|X) =
P (X|L)P (L)

P (X)
(1.1)

posterior =
likelihood · prior

evidence
(1.2)

In Bayesian modeling, L typically refers to the parameters of a model, and X the
observations (e.g. measurements), in which case P (L|X) is the posterior probability
of model parameters L being correct given observations X, P (X|L) the likelihood
of observing X given a model with parameters L. P (L) is the prior probability of
model parameters L being correct, and P (X) the marginal probability of observing
X independent of model parameters, often referred to as the evidence.

Assumptions have to be made for the prior distribution P (L), and the likelihood
term P (X|L) must be explicitly defined. The Bayes theorem is then used to in-
fer parameters L which best describe observations X using approximate solutions.
Methods for estimation of L include variational inference [129] or Markov chain
Monte Carlo [130]. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator is defined as

LMAP = max
L

P (X|L)P (L)

P (X)

Since the evidence term P (X) is independent of L the MAP estimator can be sim-
plified to:

LMAP = max
L

P (X|L)P (L)

The choice of a prior distribution P (L) is crucial, as it represents the prior belief
about parameters. A strongly informative prior has high certainty, high bias, and
a strong effect on parameter estimation. A weakly informative prior has high un-
certainty, low bias, and observations X will have a stronger impact on parameter
estimation. The parameters defining the uncertainty of the prior distribution are
called hyperparameters [131].

A Bayesian network describes a graphical model of multiple connected probability
distributions in the form of a directed acyclic graph, where the posterior probability
of one distribution may describe the prior of another distribution.
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Figure 1.7.: Illustration of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) A) An HMM is defined
by a set of states S, a set of transition probabilities between states T ,
and a likelihood function L, defining distributions of state-dependent
emissions. B) Example of a sequence of emissions X = (xn) emitted by
a sequence of states Q = (qn).

Hidden Markov Models

A Markov chain [132] describes a sequential process defined over a set of states S
and transition probabilities between states T . An nth order Markov chain describes
the transition probability to the next state based on the previous n states, and thus
has the form T = {ti,j : i ∈ Sn, j ∈ S}, where Sn is the nth cross product of the set
S. Let t0,j be the initial probability of starting in state j. For example, if a Markov
chain represents a genomic sequence, states could be the genomic bases T,C,G,A

and transition probability tC,A would be the probability of a adenine following an
cytosine base in a first order Markov chain.

Let Q = (qn) be a series of states where qn ∈ S, then a first order Markov chain
allows the prediction of the most likely next state qn+1 by maximizing tqn,qn+1 .

P (qn+1|qn) = tqn,qn+1

q̂n+1 = argmax
qn+1

tqn,qn+1

A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [133, 134] is an extension of the first order Markov
chain, in which the state sequence Q is assumed to be unobservable (hidden). In-
stead, one a sequence of observations X = (xn), 1 ≤ n ≤ N , also called emissions,
is observed, and the emission distributions P (xn|qn = p) are modeled as part of the
HMM’S definition (Figure 1.7). The emission distributions are also referred to as
the emission likelihood functions L(xn|p).

HMMs are associated with three canonical problems, each associated with a canon-
ical algorithm. Assuming that for each problem, a series observations X and a set
of states S is given:

1. Likelihood estimation: Given transition probabilities T and likelihood func-
tion L, compute the marginal likelihood P (X). The canonical algorithms for
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1.2. Principles of machine learning in epigenetics

this problem are the forward and backward algorithms [135].

2. Decoding: Given transition probabilities T , and likelihood function L, predict
the most likely sequence of hidden states Q̂ = (q̂n). The canonical algorithm
for this problem is the Viterbi algorithm [136].

3. Learning: Learn both the transition probabilities T as well as the likelihood
function L. The canonical algorithm for this problem is the Baum-Welch
algorithm [137]. Seeing how the algorithm depends on intermediate results
computed from both the forward and the backward algorithm, the Baum-
Welch algorithm is sometimes also referred to as the forward-backward al-
gorithm.

The forward and backward algorithms are two algorithms which both com-
pute P (X) for a given HMM λ = {S, T, L} by iteratively computing P (X,Q) while
marginalizing out Q. Here, the the forward algorithm moves forward through time-
points 1 < n < N and the backward algorithm backwards. Let Xn be the series of
observations up to and including timepoint n, then the marginal likelihood P (X)
can be expanded to

P (X) =
∑
p∈S

P (XN , qN = p)

The quantity in the sum can be generalized as the forward path probability fn,p =
P (Xn, qn = p) which can be derived as a recursive function:

fn,p = P (Xn, qn = p)

=
∑
p′∈S

P (Xn−1, xn, qn = p, qn−1 = p′)

and since P (xn ⊥⊥ qn−1 = p′, Xn|qn = p) and P (qn = p ⊥⊥ Xn−1|qn−1 = p′) (condi-
tional independence):

=
∑
p′∈S

P (Xn−1, qn−1 = p′)P (qn = p|qn−1 = p′)P (xn|qn = p)

=
∑
p′∈S

fn−1,p′tp′,pL(xn|p)

The forward path probability can be represented as a matrix F = (fn,p) and is
iteratively computed using a dynamic programming algorithm consisting of:

Initialization: f0,p : = t0,pL(x1|p)

Update: fn+1,p : =
∑
p′∈S

fn,p′tp,p′L(xn+1|p) (1.3)

Termination: P (X) =
∑
p∈S

fN,p
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Alternatively, for the backward algorithm let Yn be the series of observations after
timepoint n, so Yn = (xn′ , n < n′ ≤ N). Then, P (X) can be expanded as:

P (X) =
∑
p∈S

P (Y0|q1 = p)P (q1 = p)

=
∑
p∈S

P (Y0|q1 = p)t0,p

the backward path probability bn,p = P (Yn|qn = p) can then be derived as another
recurisve function:

bn,p = P (Yn|qn = p)

=
∑
p′∈S

P (Yn+1, xn+1|qn = p, qn+1 = p′)P (qn+1 = p′|qn = p)

=
∑
p′∈S

P (Yn+1|xn+1, qn+1 = p′)P (xn+1|qn = p, qn+1 = p′)P (qn+1 = p′|qn = p)

and since P (xn+1 ⊥⊥ qn−1 = p′, Xn|qn = p) and P (qn = p ⊥⊥ Xn−1|qn−1 = p′):

=
∑
p′∈S

P (Yn+1|qn+1 = p′)P (xn+1|qn+1 = p)P (qn+1 = p′|qn = p)

=
∑
p′∈S

bn+1,p′L(xn+1|p)t(p′| = p)

With the backward matrix B = (bn,p) iteratively computed as:

Initialization: bN,p : = 1

Update: bn−1,p : =
∑
p′∈S

bn,p′tp′,pL(xn|p)

Termination: P (X) =
∑
p∈S

b1,pt0,pL(x0|p)

The Viterbi algorithm computes the most likely path Q̂ = maxQ P (X|Q) with
a dynamic programming algorithm similar to the forward algorithm. It iteratively
computes the matrices V = (vn,p) and B = (bn,p) where bn,p ∈ S stores the likelihood
of the most likely path up to timepoint n and the matching prior state. Backtracing
through B then results in the most likely path Q̂. The steps of the Viterbi algorithm
are derived analogously to the forward algorithm, replacing the sum with a max and
argmax operation:
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Initialization: v0,p : = z0,p = t0,pL(x1|p)
b0,p : = 0

Update: vn+1,p : = max
p′∈S

vn,p′tp′,pL(xn, p)

bn+1,p : = argmax
p′∈S

vn,p′tp′,pL(xn, p)

Termination: q̂N = argmax
p∈S

vN,p

q̂n<N = bn,qn

To solve the learning problem, the Baum-Welch algorithm, attempts to learn
L and T such that P (X|L, T ) is maximized. The Baum-Welch algorithm is an
expectation-maximization algorithm [138], iteratively approximating a solution for
T and L, such that

T̂ , L̂ = argmax
T,L

P (X|T, L)

Let T (i) = (t
(i)
p,p′), L

(i), λ(i) = {S, T (i), L(i)} be the series of updated parameters where

i refers to the ith update, then each iteration updates the HMM as:

T (i+1) := E
[
T (i+1)|X,L(i), T (i)

]
L(i+1) := E

[
L(i+1)|X,L(i), T (i)

]
Updates for transition probabilities T are then derived as:

t
(i+1)
p,p′ =

N∑
n

P (qn+1 = p′|qn = p,X, λ(i)) =
N∑
n

P (qn+1 = p′, qn = p|X,λ(i))

P (qn = p|X,λ(i))

The numerator and denominator can then be computed from the intermediate results
of the forward and backward algorithms. Using F (i) and B(i) computed from λ(i),
the denominator is derived as:

P (qn = p|X,λ(i)) =
P (qn = p,X|λ(i))

P (X|λ(i))

=
P (Xn, qn = p|λ(i))P (Yn|qn = p, λ(i))

P (X|λ(i))

=
f
(i)
n,pb

(i)
n,p

P (X|λ(i))
(1.4)

The numerator is derived as:

P (qn+1 = p′, qn = p|X,λ(i)) =
P (qn+1 = p′, qn = p,X|λ(i))

P (X|λ(i))

=
P (Xn, qn = p|λ(i))t

(i)
p,p′L

(i)(xn+1, p
′)P (Yn+1|qn+1 = p′, λ(i))

P (X|λ(i))
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If the domain of x is finite, such that L is a matrix Lp,x = L(x|p), then L can be
updated in a similar fashion:

L(i+1)
p,x =

∑N
n if x=xn

P (qn = p|X,λ(i))∑N
n P (qn = p|X,λ(i))

If the domain of x is not finite, the expectation value of L must be derived depending
on the modeled probability distribution.

Uncertainty propagation in Bayesian inference

One of the advantages of Bayesian models is that uncertainty of predictions are
explicitly modeled. In epigenetic studies, multiple machine learning tasks my be
performed in sequence, such as base calling, methylation calling, and downstream
methylation analyses such as segmentation or differential methylation calling. In
order to avoid overconfident predictions, uncertainties can be considered in down-
stream analysis steps and propagated throughout a study.

In general terms, when chaining machine learning models, such that the output
of one model f(X) is input to another, that is g(f(X)), the näıve approach is to
reduce f(X) to a concrete prediction, like the expectation value or the maximum
likelihood estimator. Even more so when multiple models are involved, where each
forwards concrete predictions without a measure of uncertainty, this can lead to
overconfident downstream predictions [139]. If the model f , however, allows the
estimation of uncertainty of f(X), this uncertainty can be used to inform model
g [140, 141]. In Bayesian inference, the uncertainty of prediction f(X) can be
read directly from the model, making Bayesian methods particularly well suited for
uncertainty propagation [142]. Appendix A illustrates uncertainty propagation on
a toy example related to methylation profiling.

1.2.2. Deep learning

Deep learning refers to a set of machine learning models and training paradigms
inheriting concepts from artificial neural networks (ANN), which has recently been
of increasing interest in analysis of sequencing data, particularly in long-read se-
quencing. Unlike HMMs, deep learning methods typically do not directly model
problem specific functions and then learn parameters, but rather model a function
space through compositions of linear and non-linear functions. Model training then
aims to learn the correct function from this function space including the appropriate
parameters [128].

The core component of an ANN is the perceptron [143] f(XW ), consisting of an
input tensor X, a linear function represented by a weight tensor W , and a non-linear
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activation function f . For a binary classification task, the codomain of f may be in
the interval [0, 1], whereas for a regression task the codomain of f may be (−∞,∞).
In an ANN, also called a multi-layer perceptron, a layered network of perceptrons
is constructed, such that each perceptron of the next layer takes the output of all
perceptrons from the previous layer as an input. The first layer is typically referred
to as the input layer, and the final layer as the output layer, while all other layers
in between are referred to as hidden layers.

Training an ANN refers to learning of parameters W from a set of training data X
and ground truth output Y and a loss function L(Y,ANN(X)). The goal of training
is to find parameters W such that the loss function is minimized. It is typically
implemented using gradient-decent algorithms and backpropagation [144, 145].

It has been shown that a single hidden layer is sufficient to solve the XOR problem
[146] (being able to model a logical exclusive OR operation) and is in fact sufficient
to represent any continuous function on a closed subset of Rn, given that there
are sufficient perceptrons in the hidden layer [128, 147]. Deep architectures with
a large number of hidden layers have empirically shown great success in learning
complex representations. Prior knowledge about the function to be learned also
allows for further considerations in model architecture, such as weight reuse between
perceptrons or sparse connections instead of fully connected layers [128].

While the original idea of an ANN was acyclic and therefore feed-forward, deep
learning architectures such as recurrent neural networks (RNN) can have cyclic
graphs, requiring training regimes to unfold the model |X| times. This allows the
learning of sequential dependencies in the input (Figure 1.8) [145]. RNNs have been
successfully applied to machine learning tasks operating on sequential input, such as
natural language [148] or genomic sequences [149, 150]. However, these models do
not scale well to very long sequences, as backpropagation through a long unfolded
network leads to numerical problems (gradient explosion, gradient vanishing) [151].
Gold standard natural language processing and genomic sequence learning tasks
have thus moved on to attention based deep learning architectures [152, 153]. RNNs,
however, are still relevant when processing analog sequential information, such as
in base and methylation calling of Nanopore sequencing data, as is illustrated in
Chapter 1.3.1 and Chapter 1.3.2.

1.2.3. Canonical problems in epigenetics

Epigenetics offers a host of problems too complex for human experts to intuit, requir-
ing machine learning algorithms to disentangle. The human epigenome is large, with
around 28.3 million CpG sites [154], around 30 thousand CGIs [155], and around
30 million nucleosomes [156], which may potentially be modified with 43 location
specific histone modifications [157]. These epigenetic modalities can affect the tran-
scription of over 22 thousand protein coding genes and over 34 thousand transcripts
[158]. This represents both a modeling challenge, seeing how epigenetic regulation
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Figure 1.8.: Conceptual representation of artificial neural networks A) A feed-
forward neural network with 2 hidden layers, totalling 5 hidden units
with activation function f and an output layer with activation func-
tion g. B) A simple recursive neural network with a single hidden
unit with activation function f and a recurrent output unit with ac-
tivation function g, which also takes the previous input’s output as
a hidden input. C) Unfolding of the network in (B) with an input
X = (x1, x2, x3) and initial hidden output h0. The final output is
y = g(w2f(w1x3), g(w2f(w1x2), g(w2f(w1x1), h0))). Alternatively, if the
problem requires the output also to be a sequence, the final output could
consist of Y = (h1, h2, y)

is a complex system with an enormous number of interdependent variables, but also
a computational challenge, with large amounts of data being stored, retrieved, and
computed on at the same time.

Furthermore, recent sequencing technologies require complex machine learning so-
lutions to even do as much as measure these epigenetic modalities in the first place,
as with the methylation calling on Nanopore or SMRT-seq data [159, 160].

This section contains a non-exhaustive enumeration of canonical problems in epige-
netics requiring machine learning solutions. As the subject of methylation calling on
ONT data is covered in Chapter 1.3.2, this section focuses on downstream analysis
of methylation or histone modification data.

DMR/ASM testing

Given N biological samples with DNA methylation measurements mapped to the
same reference genome, DMR testing aims to find regions in the methylome where
the methylation rate is dependent on sample assignment. If methylation data is
haplotype phased, methylation calls can be assigned to alleles, and samples are
substituted with haplotypes. This analysis is also referred to as ASM testing.

Let Cm
i,j be the number of methylated reads mapped to cytosine (w.l.o.g.) j in sample

i, and Cu
i,j the number of unmethylated reads mapped to the same cytosine. The

methylation rate for cytosine j in sample i can then be computed as the beta-score:
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βi,j =
Cm

i,j

Cm
i,j + Cu

i,j

(1.5)

Assuming the sampled methylation rate βi,j follows a probability distribution Xi,j,

the goal is then to determine whether ∀x,y : Xx,j
d
= Xy,j, and to identify cytosines

where this equality does not hold.

Since DNA methylation rates are highly locally correlated, and often show distinct
boundaries, the problem is then generally expanded to look not for single cytosines,
but rather contiguous regions on the genome with differential methylation. Let R
be a partition of all genomic coordinates j, such that each element r ∈ R is a set of
contiguous coordinates. Assuming that all cytosines within the same region r and

sample i share the same distribution X r
i , that is ∀j∈r : Xi,j

d
= X r

i , a test can then be
applied for each region.

Numerous statistical tests have been implemented and applied, such as Fisher-Exact
test over the contingency matrix of methylated and unmethylated reads per region
(only applicable for N = 2) or via logistic regression [161, 162].

While the testing of differential methylation between N samples is typically imple-
mented as an explicitly defined statistical test, and thus not technically a machine
learning problem, choosing regions to test on is more complex. A näıve solution can
be based on known biological annotations, such as transcription factor binding sites,
transcription start site, or first exon location. De novo identification of DMRs re-
quires genome segmentation, for example based on CpG-density in order to identify
CGIs [163] or directly based on methylation signal.

Chromatin instance segmentation

Instance segmentation refers to partitioning of a signal into contiguous regions(Figure
1.9). For the purpose of DNA methylation analysis, an instance segmentation of
methylation profiles finds discrete changepoints in methylation rates or other methy-
lation statistics. The R [164] package methylKit [165] implements a methylation seg-
mentation algorithm designed for the segmentation of a single-sample methylome
[166] based on the previously published algorithm fastseg designed for the segmen-
tation of copy number profiles [167]. The fastseg algorithm first detects potential
changepoints by applying a regularized t-test [168] for each CpG site j, testing
whether methylation rates in the regions before and after j are significantly differ-
ent. Local maxima of the test statistics are then computed and returned as final
changepoints.

Alternatively, methylKit also allows for the computation of a 2-sample segmentation
by first computing a CpG-level differential methylation βδ,j = β1,j − β2,j and then
performing the fastseg algorithm on this differential methylation profile. Similarly,
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the R package MethCP [162] performs segmentation on site-level test statistics such
as those calculated by the methylKit package. Segmentation is then performed using
the previously published circular binary segmentation algorithm [169].

A segmentation HMM has also been shown to be able to segment a 1-dimensional
signal into a fixed number of segments, by defining each state as a segment and
designing the transition probabilities such that tn,m = 0 except when n = m or
n = m + 1. Thus, only moving forward to the next state or staying in the same
state is permitted. Signal emissions can then be modeled and parameters learned
using the Baum-Welch algorithm [170].

Chromatin semantic segmentation

Semantic segmentation refers to prediction of contiguous regions with a set of often
predefined class labels (Figure 1.9). The main difference to instance segmentation,
is that a semantic segmentation does not separate directly neighboring regions of
the same class. For example, methylation data may be semantically segmented into
methylated domains (MD), unmethylated domains (UD), and partially methylated
domains (PMD), yet no distinction would be made between two neighboring methy-
lated domains even when they are separated by a clear methylation rate changepoint.
Fisher-HMM [161] implements an HMM with three states for MD, UD, and PMD,
respectively, predicting for each CpG site one of the three hidden states. This re-
sults in a 3-class semantic methylome segmentation which is then used for differential
methylation calling.

Chrom-HMM [171] implements a multivariate HMM for the annotation of chromatin
from a variable number of input measurements, such as DNA methylation or any
type of histone modification. It therefore models the combined effect of chromatin
states on multiple layers of the epigenome. While the number of hidden chromatin
states is user-defined when the segmentation is performed, Chrom-HMM does not
require an a priori understanding of each state, nor does it offer a ready made
interpretation of states.

1.3. Nanopore sequencing and analysis

Short read sequencing technologies based on fragmentation of DNA are limited in
their capacity to support analysis of structural variation, haplotype phased epige-
netic analysis, and profiling of repetitive chromatin [172]. Long-read/single-molecule
sequencing refers to technologies which allow for long molecules to be sequenced
without fragmentation or amplification.
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Figure 1.9.: Types of methylome segmentation. A) Instance segmentation parti-
tions methylome into a variable number of segments. B) Semantic
segmentation classifies sites as one of a fixed number of labels, merging
neighboring sites of the same label into segments.

1.3.1. Nanopore sequencing and basecalling

ONT sequencing is currently the only implementation of protein pore based biosen-
sors for the sequencing of long DNA and RNA molecules. Such a biosensor consists
of a synthetic membrane separating two chambers filled with an electrolyte solu-
tion above an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). A single pore forming
protein derived from proteins naturally occurring in bacteria [173] is inserted in the
membrane, creating a channel between the two chambers. Inducing a potential dif-
ference between the two chambers leads to a constant ion flow from one chamber
to the other, which can be measured by a sensor included in the ASIC. Molecules
flowing through the Nanopore temporarily block ion flow and lead to a perturbation
in the measured signal (Figure 1.11).

The task of reconstructing the base sequence from the current signal is called base-
calling. Since multiple nucleotides fit in the barrel of the Nanopore, the current
signal in a version R9.4.1 pore depends on a sequence context of approximately
6 bases, resulting in 4,096 distinct k-mers. Furthermore, while transition speed
through the pore is regulated by a motor protein, it still varies depending on the
sequence context. Early Nanopore basecallers therefore implemented a two step ap-
proach, which first segmented the current signal into instances, where each instance
is assumed to be produced by a single k-mer, followed by a classifier which would at-
tempt to reconstruct the k-mer based on deep features computed from the instance
signal.

Modern basecallers [174] forego the segmentation step and instead implement end-
to-end models with a connectionist temporal classification (CTC) decoder [175].
The current gold standard basecaller is ONT’s own Guppy, which implements a
neural network consisting of three components: i) a convolutional neural network
(CNN) [176, 177] acts as a feature extractor, (ii) a bi-directional gated recurrent unit
(GRU) models sequential information flow, and (iii) a CTC decoder maps multiple
the GRU’s output units to a single character, creating a variable length output
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Figure 1.10.: Components of a Nanopore sequencing experiment. Synthetic polymer
membrane perforated with a single pore forming protein. A motor pro-
tein unwinds double stranded DNA and regulates speed of transition.
Measured current signal is basecalled using a deep learning model to
arrive at sequence information.

sequence.

While technological developments have lead to significant improvements of basecall-
ing quality, ONT sequencing still struggles to compete with short read sequencing-
by-synthesis technologies. In a now outdated, but still most recent, benchmark,
Guppy version 2.2.3 has been shown to achieve about 90% read identity (Q-score
10) [174] and reads are typically filtered to include reads of Q-score 7 or greater. The
main sources of error include DNA modification, which leads to mistaken basecalls
when using a basecalling model not trained for methylated DNA, and homopolymers
(sequences with consecutive identical bases) owed to errors in segmentation/CTC
decoding. Current promotional material by ONT promises 98.3% read accuracy
with current chemistry and software (pore version R9.4.1) with the current Guppy
version being 6.1.x [178].

1.3.2. Nanopore methylation calling

Assessments of basecalling quality revealed that cytosine methylation was one of
the main sources of basecalling errors, showing that methylated nucleotides result in
different current flow perturbations from canonical nucleotides [174]. This indicated
that methylation state can be read directly from Nanopore signal, without the need
for bisulfite conversion. This lead to the development of a large number of ONT
methylation calling software tools [159, 179–181]

While some methylation callers depend on a fully unmethylated control sample [182],
modern methylation callers solve the problem as a classification task, classifying
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Figure 1.11.: Architecture of ONT basecaller Guppy. A convolutional neural net-
work extracts sequence features. A bi-directional GRU enriches fea-
tures with contextual information. A CTC decoder translates features
to a ”flip-flop” sequence, where bases are either capitalized or non-
capitalized. The final output sequence is the constructed by merging
all consecutive sequences of the same exact character.

basecalled Nanopore signal as either methylated or unmethylated. These existing
methylation callers are trained for specific sequence context, like CpG methylation
or GpC methylation.

Nanopolish

Nanopolish is a Bayesian methylation caller which models Nanopore signal as emis-
sions in an HMM, given a basecalled and reference aligned sequence and the corre-
sponding raw signal. It accounts for false splits (e.g. base A is read as AA) and false
merges (e.g. bases AA are read as A) [180]. The Nanopolish model was originally
designed to improve the quality of basecalls for the creation of a polished assembly
[183] and is parameterized by emission likelihoods

L(X|k −mer) = N(µk−mer, σk−mer) (1.6)

where k −mer represents the current k length (polished) subsequence, resulting in
4,096 parameter pairs if k = 6.

For the purpose of methylation calling, an additional base M is included in the al-
phabet, and the dictionary is expanded to include k-mers where M replaces cytosine
in CpG (w.l.o.g) as well as k-mers ending with cytosine, expanding the model to
6,361 parameter pairs. Parameters were then trained on fully methylated and fully
unmethylated samples.

Methylation prediction is then performed by computing emission likelihoods for
methylated sequences as well as unmethylated sequences. To do so, sequence SR

is extracted from the reference genome, centered around a CpG-site and expanded
on both sides such that the number of bases |S| = 16, with the corresponding
Nanopore current signal X. If this expands the sequence to cover another CpG-site,
it is expanded until each CpG site is flanked by at least k non-CpG bases, since
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training data did not contain k-mers with mixed methylation state. A methylated
sequence SM is then computed, where all CG are replaced with MG.

Methylation calls are then computed as log-likelihood ratios (LLR)

LLRmet(X,SR, SM) = log
L(X|SM)

L(X|SR)
= logL(X|SM)− logL(X|SR) (1.7)

Nanopolish methylation calls have been shown to predict methylation rates with
Pearson r = 0.8733 compared to true methylation rates, while tending towards
over-calling of methylation [159].

Deep learning based methylation callers

Deep learning based methylation callers DeepSignal [181] and ONT’s Megalodon
[184] have shown improvement over Nanopolish’s Bayesian model, with Pearson
r = 0.9420 and 0.9860 [159]. These models, however, require expensive GPU hard-
ware, whereas HMM algorithms required by Nanopolish can compute on inexpensive
CPUs. Furthermore, while ANN classifiers are trained to predict values in the same
range as probabilities [0, 1], they tend to be overconfident and ill calibrated and are
therefore not well suited for uncertainty propagation, unless efforts have been made
to specifically model probability distributions and calibrate predictions [185].

ONT’s newest methylation caller model Remora implements methylation calling af-
ter basecalling using a CNN architecture for feature extraction and an RNN classifier.
This is not unlike Guppy’s basecalling architecture, albeit with fewer parameters
[186]. While Remora is developed as open source software, the Remora architecture
has since been included in Guppy, allowing for methylation calling in combination
with basecalling directly through Guppy. Promotional material promises methyla-
tion calling accuracies comparative to bisulfite sequencing, however due to its novelty
it has not yet been included in a published benchmark.

Data management

Both DNA methylation calls derived from arrays and on short-read sequencing data
are typically stored as tab-delimited text files [106], either based on intensity val-
ues (arrays) or as read counts (sequencing). Single-molecule sequencing, however,
allows for the read out of many CpG sites per read, and the analysis of these read
specific calls requires read-level storage of methylation data. Additionally, if the
methylation calls were to be reduced to counts per CpG-site, this would lead to
the loss of uncertainty information emitted by the methylation caller and therefore
render uncertainty propagation impossible. Furthermore, reducing single-molecule
information to counts per CpG-site would remove the read association of each indi-
vidual methylation call, making it inaccessible for analyses such as ASM analysis,
haplotype aware methylome segmentation, or methylation aided read phasing.
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A single human methylome sequenced at 30x coverage can yield close to 850 million
methylation calls [154, 188]. These need to be stored together with the read iden-
tifier, uncertainty estimate, and location, either read based (nth base on the read)
or reference based (chromosome and coordinate). For visualization or methylation
analysis of specific genomic regions, it is imperative that methylation calls are stored
in a fashion that allows random access with minimal disk I/O.

The original Nanopolish publication [180] stored methylation calls in tab-delimited
files, where each line consisted of chromosome, start and end location, read name,
strand, sequence context, likelihoods for methylated and unmethylated sequence,
and log-likelihood ratio. While this format is easily human-readable, it results in
a large amount of storage overhead, with duplicated information (e.g read name
repeated for each methylation call) and inefficient data types (e.g. storing integers
as text). Furthermore, subsetting data to genomic regions requires linear time unless
the file is first indexed using for example tabix [189].

Remora, Guppy, and newer versions of Nanopolish have therefore moved on to stor-
ing methylation information leveraging the newly introduced MM and ML tags in
the BAM format [190]. The BAM format was originally designed for the storage
of reference aligned sequencing data. This MM tag stores methylation calls as an
integer sequence, where each element represents the number of methylation-capable
bases between methylated bases. Let MM = (mn) be the MM tag for cytosine
methylation, where mn is the nthelement in the sequence. Then, the nth methylated
cytosine is at the cth cytosine in the read sequence, where c = n +

∑n
i=1mi. Since

this only gives the coordinate of the methylation call in terms of number of cy-
tosines, one then needs to reference the read sequence, to find the actual methylated
coordinate on the read. In order to then map this to a reference coordinate, one
needs to further perform a read-to-reference alignment, typically using the CIGAR
string [190] in a BAM entry. The ML tag then contains a sequence of 8-bit integers
which store the methylation call probability in the range of 0-256 and can be directly
cross-referenced with the MM tag.

Since the MM tag stores methylated base coordinates as small integers, it makes
very efficient use of storage space. However, reading the methylation information
is a computationally expensive step. First, the entire BAM entry needs to be read
and deflated. Then, the read-sequence needs to be loaded into memory together
with the CIGAR string and the MM and ML tag, in order to resolve coordinates of
methylated bases as described above.

Since the MM tag had originally been designed only for the storage of positive
methylation calls, it was also impossible to store the certainty of negative methyla-
tion calls (that is, calls that indicated an unmethylated base). An additional flag
to the MM tag had been proposed by the developers of Nanopolish, allowing the
storage of negative methylation calls [180]. With the ? flag set at the preamble of
the MM tag, the elements of the MM tag are now interpreted as uncalled bases in-
stead of unmethylated bases. While Remora, Guppy, and Nanopolish now write the
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MM tag with this optional flag, the software library HTSLib [190], used for reading
and writing of the BAM format has been adapted for this updated specification as
of August 2022. The canonical python wrapper pysam [191], however, has not yet
been updated to these changes.
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2. MetH5 - efficent storage format
for methylation calls from
Nanopore

Methylation calls from long-read single-molecule sequencing, such as ONT or SMRT-
seq, have very different storage requirements from methylation data acquired by
short-read bulk or single-cell sequencing. Instead of storing methylated and un-
methylated read-counts per genomic coordinate in a 1-dimensional fashion, such as
in the Bismarck [106] file format or VCF [192] file format, each individual read’s
methylation calls need to be stored. The data can be presented as an ultra-sparse
2-dimensional matrix, with genomic coordinates on the x-axis and read identifier on
the y-axis (Appendix Figure C.1). In other words, methylation calls from short read
data require storage space in the scale O(N), where N is the size of the reference
genome. Methylation calls from long-read data, on the other hand, require storage
space in the scale O(DN), where D is the sequencing depth.

Furthermore, methylation calls come with methylation caller uncertainties. Much
like quality strings in DNA sequencing, these need to be stored as well, making a
methylation call not a binary data type but rather a floating point. Read names
for each methylation call must be included, too, which are typically long character
strings that should not be redundantly stored for each call. These increases in storage
requirement not only result in a demand for higher capacity storage devices, but
also put stress on access times. Disk reads, decompression, and querying of genomic
regions become more expensive, thus impacting analysis times and usability.

One of the first file formats used for methylation storage for long-read data is the
native output format written by Nanopolish (Chapter 1.3.2). This tab-delimited
text-format contains one line per methylation call, resulting in redundant informa-
tion, such as repeating read names for each of the read’s calls. It is difficult to
query, expensive to parse, and inefficient to store. Methylation storage in the ex-
isting BAM format is a more recent development (Chapter 1.3.2) and is used by
modern methylation callers Remora and Guppy, as well as an alternative branch of
Nanopolish. This method is optimized for low storage usage at a significant cost to
access times (Chapter 2.4).

In order to address the requirement for an efficient data storage container for methy-
lation calls from long-read sequencing, I designed and implemented MetH5. MetH5
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is a file format based on hierarchical data format (HDF) version 5 [193], and ad-
dresses these unique requirements on two fronts: (1) by making efficient use of
storage space, avoiding redundancies, and using efficient data types and compres-
sion, and (2) by designing an architecture and algorithms for rapid access which
avoid unnecessary disk I/O and redundant operations. Furthermore, MetH5 has
been implemented with parallelization in mind, allowing for even load distribution
of concurrent computations using chunked data storage.

The MetH5 format is defined through a python API implemented and published as
the open source python package meth5. This python package implements algorithms
for efficient random access and aggregation methods operating on genomic windows
or reads. It also includes a command line interface (CLI) for convenient creation,
modification, and querying of MetH5 files. In order to allow for the analysis of
multiple haplotyped samples, the MetH5 format also supports annotating reads
with read-group assignments, using the term read-groups analogously to how it is
used in the BAM format. This allows combining methylation calls from multiple
samples, or the annotation of read phasing into haplotypes, directly in one MetH5
file. Read groups can then also be utilized in aggregation algorithms, e.g. computing
the methylation rate of a region per read-group.

In this chapter, I present the design and implementation of MetH5 and evaluate
its performance in comparison with the alternative of storing methylation calls in
BAM files. The comparison shows that MetH5, albeit coming at a slightly increased
storage space requirement, offers a massive improvement to access times, both for
random as well as sequential access.

2.1. Requirements analysis

The first step for designing the MetH5 format consisted of identifying functional as
well as non-functional requirements. The following list of requirements are then ad-
dressed in the design of the storage format for long-read single-molecule methylation
data.

2.1.1. Functional requirements

This section includes the functional requirements to the format. That is, features
and processes, including the content of the MetH5 container and the routines pro-
vided to users in order to interact with the format.

RQ1.1 Necessary data stored: The following data need to be stored for each
methylation call emitted from the methylation caller: 1) genomic range consisting of
chromosome (or contig), start coordiante, and end coordinate, 2) methylation LLR
(Equation 1.7), and 3) read association in form of a locally (to this file) unique read
identifier.
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RQ1.2 Optional data stored: The following data can be stored if desired by
the user, but are not mandatory for a complete MetH5 archive: 1) The original
globally unique read name given by the ONT sequencing software. While read
names produced by current versions of ONT software follow a specific scheme (160-
bit identifier formatted as a hexadecimal number), the MetH5 container should
support arbitrary alphanumeric read names. 2) An arbitrary number of read-group
associations. For each read-group mapping, a read-group type needs to be stored
as a string (e.g. “haplotype” or “sample”). Within each read-group mapping, each
read is assigned to exactly one read-group.

RQ1.3 Optional access: Locally unique read ids as well as globally unique read
names can be read separately from genomic ranges and methylation LLRs. Thus,
methylation information can be accessed without read association if desired, for
reduced disk I/O.

The following are requirements for the Python API:

RQ2.1 MetH5 creation from Nanopolish: The Python API shall allow for
the creation of MetH5 files from multiple Nanopolish output files, or from similarly
structured data where each methylation call consists of the three necessary data
(RQ1.1).

RQ2.2 Random genomic access: The Python API shall allow for access to all
methylation calls of a specific genomic range, defined by chromosome (contig), and
start and end coordinate. This form of access is important for targeted analyses as
well as for the purpose of visualization.

RQ2.3 Chunked access: Load-balancing on parallel systems requires an even
distribution of data and operations across processes. Often, load balancing for
genomic data is performed on genomic coordinates, such as fixed windows in the
unit of basepairs. Parallel operations are then distributed over these windows. Since
both read-coverage as well as CpG density varies across the genome, however, this
does not result in evenly distributed workload. Particularly in highly repetitive
regions, such as in pericentromeric regions which also contain CpG methylation
[194, 195], a genomic window in reference space might contain disproportionally
many methylation calls (Appendix Figure C.2). The Python API shall therefore
also allow for access to data chunks containing a specified chunk-size, where the
unit of the chunk-size is the number of methylation calls. The accessor may be
expanded to include all methylation calls for the first and/or last coordinate in
order to not split calls for one coordinate across chunks.

RQ2.4 Sparse matrix creation: The SciPy python package [196] implements
operations over sparse matrices. The MetH5 Python API shall allow for construction
of SciPy sparse matrices directly from data read from a MetH5 container.

RQ2.5 Aggregation per genomic coordinate: A standard operation in methy-
lation analyses is to compute aggregations for all methylation calls of a certain
genomic coordinate. Common examples include methylation rate per CpG-site or
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overall read-coverage. Since methylation calls are not binary, the exact method with
which a methylation rate is computed may depend on user preference. One possi-
bility would be to drop uncertain calls, defined by an absolute LLR threshold, and
then binarize the remaining calls before computing a methylation rate (Equation
2.1). Another may be to compute the sum over all LLR and then compute the
sigmoid in order to compute an methylation probability (Equation 2.2).

βt(Z) =
|{LLR ∈ Z : LLR > t}|
|{LLR ∈ Z : |LLR| > t}|

(2.1)

P (met|Z) = σ

( ∑
LLR∈Z

LLR

)
(2.2)

where Z refers to any set of LLRs. The diversity in different interpretations of
methylation calls leads to the requirement that the Python API support custom
aggregations over methylation calls, provided as user-implemented functions.

RQ2.6 Aggregation per read: Similarly to RQ2.5, the Python API shall support
computing aggregates per read in order to allow computation of read statistics, such
as read-level methylation rate or number of methylation calls per read.

RQ2.7 Read grouped aggregation: In a multi-sample or haplotyped experiment,
it may be informative to compute statistics for each read-group. The aggregations
supported by RQ2.5 and RQ2.6 therefore should therefore support computing on
a read-grouped basis. In other words, a user should be able to directly query the
methylation rate of a certain CpG site for sample A as well as for sample B.

RQ2.8 User interface: The Python API shall also implement a CLI for the cre-
ation of MetH5 files from Nanopolish output.

2.1.2. Nonfunctional requirements

The following non-functional requirements define quality attributes related to the
performance of the MetH5 container and API:

NFRQ1.1 read names stored uniquely: In Nanopolish output format the glob-
ally unique character string read names are repeated for each methylation call. In
a 30x human genome with 44-character read names and an average read length of 8
kilobases, that would result in approximately 37.4GB of data just for storing read
names. If instead, a 4-byte integer is used as a locally unique read-id and read names
are stored uniquely, the total storage requirement is reduced to 3.9GB. Therefore,
read names should be stored uniquely and referred to by a locally unique numeric
read id.

NFRQ1.2 Efficient random genomic access: Random access to genomic ranges
should be efficient and should not require loading large blocks of unrelated data as
when linearly searching through coordinates.
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Figure 2.1.: Example of sparse matrix representation in coordinate (COO) format.
Left: dense matrix representation with missing values with storage re-
quirement O(xy). Right: Sparse matrix representation in COO format
with storage requirement O(n) where n is the number of values not
missing.

2.2. MetH5 implementation

Once the requirements were defined, I designed the MetH5 architecture as a con-
tainer for chromosome organized sparse methylation matrices.

2.2.1. MetH5 as a coordinate format sparse matrix

Since methylation calls with genomic coordinate and read association can be pre-
sented as a sparse 2-dimensional matrix (Appendix Figure C.1), I decided to in-
corporate ideas from existing sparse matrix representations in the MetH5 design.
Sparse matrices can be represented in a number of ways. For MetH5, the coordinate
format was chosen, as it allows fast subsetting of content based on either or both
dimensions (requirements RQ2.2, RQ2.6, and RQ2.7). Furthermore, the coordinate
format is well supported in existing implementations, such as the python package
SciPy [196], which allows for an efficient implementation of requirement RQ2.8.

In a coordinate format sparse matrix, content is stores as three vectors x ∈ Nn,
y ∈ Nn, and z ∈ Rn, where xi and yi store the coordinates of the value zi (Fig-
ure 2.1). In MetH5 these three vectors are created for each chromosome, where x
defines the genomic coordinates, y the read identifier, and z the log-likelihood ra-
tio. Since MetH5 supports genomic ranges as coordinates (requirement RQ1.1), x
is represented as sorted genomic ranges (with start and end coordinates).

2.2.2. HDF5 schema defining MetH5 format

I implemented the MetH5 format as an HDF5 container [193]. HDF5 is a file format
for data management of multiple data matrices organized in a hierarchical directory-
tree structure. HDF5 supports chunked data storage, making it particularly suitable
for parallel processing, data compression, and cached reading and writing. As an
industry standard file format, HDF5 is supported by a variety of languages and plat-
forms. The highly optimized core HDF5 library is typically wrapped with language
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specific APIs, such as the h5py package [197] for python, which is used in this work.

An HDF5 file consists of three major components. 1) Datasets are at the core of
the HDF5 format and are multidimensional matrices for data storage. 2) Groups
are essentially directories which are used to organize datasets and can be arranged
hierarchically. A group can contain a number of datasets as well as a number of
child-groups. 3) Attributes are dictionaries that store key-value pairs and are suitable
for storage of meta-data. Each group and each dataset contains a single attributes
dictionary.

The chunked storage and random access to HDF5 dataset elements without loading
the entire dataset made HDF5 a natural choice in order to help fulfill requirements
RQ2.2, RQ2.3, and NFRQ1.2.

The MetH5 specification foresees two top-level groups, named chromosomes and
reads, designed for storing methylation calls organized in genomic coordinates and
read information, respectively(Figure 2.2). The chromosome group can contain an
arbitrary number of sub-groups, one for each chromosome or contig, with the group
name representing the chromosome name. Chromosome group c contains all the nec-
essary information defined in requirement RQ1.2. Let nc be the number of methy-
lation calls in chromosome c, then the following datasets are mandatory contents:

� range: Integer dataset of shape (nc, 2), storing the start and end locations in
reference space on chromosome c of each methylation call, such that range[i,0]
refers to the start and range[i,1] the end location of the ithmethylation call.
If the methylation call refers to a single base, the two values are equal.

� llr: Float dataset of shape (nc), storing methylation LLRs. Thus, llr[i]
refers to the LLR of the ithmethylation call of chromosome c .

� read id: Integer dataset of shape (nc), storing the locally unique read ids,
such that read[i] refers to the id of the read of which the ithmethylation call
of chromosome c originated.

� chunk ranges: Integer dataset of shape (⌈nc

C
⌉, 2) where C refers to the chunk-

size. This dataset stores for each chunk the genomic start and end locations
on chromosome c and enables fast random access as in requirement RQ2.2
and NFRQ1.2. Therefore,chunk ranges[i, 0] contains range[(C*i),0] and
chunk ranges[i, 1] contains range[(C*(i+1)-1,1], the start and end of the
first and last methylation call in chunk i, respectively. This allows access to
the entire chunk index while loading only contiguous file-system blocks.

Therefore, a methylation call i is represented as the tuple (range[i], llr[i],

read id[i]). All nc methylation calls within chromosome c are sorted by genomic
coordinates, first by start position and second by end position, with undefined be-
havior in the case of ties.

The reads group is fully optional and contains read names and read-group assign-
ments (requirement RQ1.2). It contains a single optional dataset:
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Figure 2.2.: Overview of the components of a MetH5 container. The two main HDF5
groups are reads and chromosomes. Within chromosomes, child-groups
are named after chromosomes and contain range, llr, read id and
chunk ranges datasets. The contents of read id act as an index to
the read names mapping dataset as well as to the read-groups datasets
in the reads group. Read groups here are exemplified here by two
read-groups: haplotype and flow-cell.

� read name mapping: String dataset of shape (r), where r refers to the
total number of reads contained in the MetH5 container. This dataset
stores the original globally unique read names. Each read name is
stored exactly once in order to fulfill requirement NFRQ1.1, such that
read name mapping[read id[i]] where read id came from chromosome c
refers to the read name of the read of which the ithmethylation call of chro-
mosome c originated.

Furthermore, the reads group contains an optional child-group named read groups,
which itself can contain an arbitrary number of datasets. Each dataset represents
one read-group mapping, fulfilling requirement RQ1.2. For example, this can be
used to store read-haplotype assignment by creating a dataset like:

� haplotype: Integer dataset of (r) storing a numeric read-group id for each
read. If read id is taken from chromosome c, then haplotype[read id[i]]

refers to the haplotype assignment of the read of which the ithmethylation
call of chromosome c originated. Additionally, read-group datasets contain
attributes which map the read-group id to a string read-group label, avoiding
replicate storage of read-group labels. Read group id -1 is reserved to be inter-
preted as unassigned. For example, in this case unphased reads in haplotype
phasing would be assigned read-group id -1.

2.3. MetH5 python API

I developed a Python API which acts as the canonical interface with MetH5 files.
The meth5 Python package consists of an API for Python programmers, as well a CLI
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for general users (requirement RQ2.8). The CLI is described further in Appendix
B. The following scientific Python packages are required as dependencies: NumPy
[198], SciPy [196], pandas [199], h5py [200].

The Python API implements an algorithm for the iterative creation of MetH5 files
from multiple Nanopolish output files or similarly structured data (RQ2.1). It fur-
ther implements chunked access (RQ2.3) and fast random access (RQ2.2) algorithms,
which take advantage of the chunk ranges dataset. It implements aggregation func-
tions (RQ2.5-2.7) including a number of standard aggregates, as well a function for
direct conversion of methylation data from genomic regions or chunks to Scipy sparse
matrices (RQ2.4).

2.3.1. Construction of a MetH5 file

In order to make MetH5 files mutable and expandable, all datasets are created
without a maximum size, so that resize operations can be performed on the datasets.
When creating a MetH5 file, a MetH5 object is created in write mode, after which
individual methylation calls can be added in batches. Each batch consists of tuples
of chromosome name, reference start and end, methylation LLR and read name.
The MetH5 library will expand the HDF5 datasets by the exact number of added
methylation calls and initially append the new data to the back of the datasets. In
doing so, a “dirty” flag is set in the MetH5 object, which informs the Python API
that the dataset needs re-sorting upon closing.

Globally unique read names for added methylation calls are first decoded into locally
unique read ids, by looking up the already contained read names in the read name
mapping dataset. If a read name is new and has not yet been written to this MetH5
container, the read name is added to the read name mapping dataset and a new
read id is issued as the index of the read name in the read name mapping dataset.

When the “dirty” flag is set while the MetH5 object is being closed and resources
are being freed, or when a read-access is performed, the Python API will first re-sort
the MetH5 container. To do so, for each chromosome all genomic ranges are loaded
into memory and sorted using the Mergesort [201] algorithm implemented in the
Python package NumPy [198]. The sort order is then used to sort the LLR and read
id datasets accordingly.

While the incremental/batched addition of methylation calls is designed to keep
the memory profile consistent during MetH5 creation, the sorting step at the very
end is the only step where memory requirement scales with the size of the file.
However, the sorting is performed per-chromosome and only one index-array and
one data-array are stored in memory. The memory requirement for these 4-byte
arrays of dimension (nc) is within acceptable ranges. For example, a 30x sequencing
experiment of a human methylome will then, on the largest chromosome, require
approximately 538MB of memory while re-sorting.
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After re-sorting, the chunk ranges dataset is updated such that random access to
genomic regions can take advantage of the indexing.

2.3.2. Random genomic access algorithm

For random access to genomic regions, I implemented a three step algorithm which
takes advantage of the pre-computed index stored in the chunk ranges dataset. Given
coordinates (c, s, e) where c refers to the chromosome and s, e to the start and end
position, the first step is to find the chunks containing positions s and e. This only
requires reading the chunk ranges dataset, which is small enough to remain in cache
and does not need to be repeatedly loaded from disk for successive accesses. Next,
the range dataset for chromosome c is accessed at only the chunks containing s and
e. A binary search is then performed using the implementation in the NumPy [198]
library, in order to determine the exact start and end location in the range dataset
within the respective chunks. Let srange, erange be the indices in the range dataset
for coordinates s and e, respectively, the Python API will then return an accessor
object which contains these indices. This accessor object can then be used to subset
the LLR or read id datasets in order to directly read these data optionally and
independently in O(erange − srange) time (constant with regards to n, the number of
methylation calls in the container).

Algorithm 1: MetH5 indexed access to methylation calls in a given ge-
nomic range performs in O

(
n
C

)
time

Data: HDF5 datasets llr, range, read id, chunk ranges and chunk size C
for chromosome c

Input: Genomic cordinates s (start) and e (end), both integer, for
chromosome c

Result: llr[I], range[I] and read id[I] contain LLR, genomic ranges,
and local read ids for all methylation calls between s and e,
respectively

// implemented as linear search in O
(
n
C

)
time

schunk ranges ← argmini chunk ranges[i,0]
echunk ranges ← argmaxi chunk ranges[i,1]
// implemented as binary search in O(logC) time
srange ← min{i : 0 ≤ i < C, range[C ∗ schunk ranges + i, 0] = s}
erange ← max{i : 0 ≤ i < C, range[C ∗ echunk ranges + i, 0] = e}
// accessor object defines range in datasets
I ← (srange : erange)
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Figure 2.3.: Preprocessing of Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) [204] benchmark data for
evaluation of MetH5 and pycoMeth. Figure adapted from the pycoMeth
publication [207].

2.4. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the MetH5 implementation, I set up a benchmark scenario
where I compared MetH5 with read-anchored methylation call storage in the BAM
format [190]. The BAM format is designed for the storage of read alignment to
reference and has been extended with a wide variety of tags for the annotation of
read mappings. In parallel to my development of MetH5, the BAM format had
been extended by two additional tags for the storage of methylation calls. The MM
tag stores the location of methylation calls as a read-anchored methylation motif
index, whereas the ML tag stores methylation probability for each methylation call.
At the time of my benchmark, the API which implements reading and writing of
BAM files, htslib [202], had only limited support for MM and ML tags, and the
python implementation pysam [191] had not yet implemented it. Therefore, I used
the python package modbampy [203], implemented by ONT, in order to interface
with methylation calls in BAM files.

I produced benchmark data from publicly available raw Nanopore sequencing data
produced by the Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) consortium [204], specifically the
Ashkenazim trio consisting of samples HG002 (son), HG003 (father), and HG004
(mother). From these samples, I downloaded raw Nanopore data for four flow-cells
from HG002, and three Nanopore flow-cells for HG003 and HG004 each, which
yields a sequencing depth of roughly 20x to 30x coverage per sample. I basecalled
the raw data using guppy version 5.0.11 with the high-accuracy model trained with
modified bases (methylation-aware basecaller model). Then, I aligned the data to
reference genome GRCh38 [205] using minimap2 [206] and used Nanopolish [180] for
methylation calling. The benchmarking of the MetH5 format only uses the HG003
sample, but the HG002 and HG004 samples were pre-processed in the same fashion
to be used in the evaluation of pycoMeth (Figure 2.3).

In order to produce both a MetH5 file and a BAM file with methylation data, I
ran two different versions of Nanopolish on HG003. The MetH5 file was produced
by first running the latest stable version of Nanopolish (release 0.13.3) to produce
methylation data in the tab delimited format, which I then converted to MetH5
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using the MetH5 CLI. The BAM file was produced using the at the time experimental
implementation in the “methylation bam” branch of Nanopolish (commit 9B01ad7).
BAM files were also compressed to CRAM files using samtools view -c and MetH5
files were stored using two different dataset compression options: LZF [208] and gzip
[209].

For the comparison of storage space requirement, I consider the storage requirement
of the MM and ML tag in the BAM files. To do so, I computed the difference
between the size of BAM files with methylation data stored in MM and ML tag
(output by Nanopolish methylation calling) and BAM files without MM and ML tag
(before methylation calling). Here I find that BAM storage is more efficient than
MetH5 storage, as MetH5 requires 2.16GB using LZF compression and 1.47GB
using gzip compression. The methylation called BAM file only requires 1.31GB
and the CRAM file 0.77GB in addition to the original non-methylation called files
(which were 83GB and 53GB, respectively). Partly this can be explained by BAM
storage taking advantage of already existing information, such as read names. Read
names are stored in MetH5 files and contribute to the total size, but are not part
of the additional space required by the MM and ML tag in BAM files. Another
factor, however, is also that the MM tag in BAM files stores small read-level indices
which can be stored with fewer bits than the genomic coordinates saved for each
methylation call in the MetH5 format (Figure 2.4).

For access times benchmarks, I implemented two comparisons, one for sequential
access and one for random access. The sequential access benchmark reads methy-
lation values for one entire chromosome in order to compute a global methylation
rate. With MetH5, only the LLR datasets needed to be read, as it is independent of
read assignment or genomic coordinates. With BAM files the entire BAM entry still
needs to be deflated, giving MetH5 a major advantage. The sequential test took 10
and 56 seconds on the LZF and gzip compressed MetH5 files, respectively. On the
BAM files using modbampy it took 245 seconds and on CRAM files 277 seconds.

Next, I tested random access which relies on the indexing mechanisms of both file
formats. To do so, I implemented a random coordinate generator which generates
random 1,000bp regions across all chromosomes. I then generated 100 sets of 100
segments (10,000 segments in total) and compute the total loading times for each
set. For both MetH5 and BAM files the file objects are opened only once in order to
not multiply BAM header parsing. The average reading time measured was 1.6 and
11.2 seconds for LFZ and gzip compressed MetH5, respectively. In BAM files the
random test also performed slower, with 53.5 and 143.0 seconds for uncompressed
BAM and CRAM files, respectively. Comparing LZF compressed MetH5 files and
uncompressed BAM files, this corresponds to a 24.5 fold speed improvement in
sequential reading and a 33 fold improvement in random access (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4.: Benchmarking the MetH5 format against methylation storage in
BAM/CRAM files. Random access times are measured as the time
required to read 100 random segments of 1,000bps length. Error bars
represent one standard deviation after 100 trials. Sequential access time
refers to the time required to simply load all methylation calls from a
single chromosome. For the storage space comparison, only the dif-
ference between BAM/CRAM with and without MM and ML tag are
presented, with the number behind the plus sign showing the total size
of the BAM/CRAM file without the tags. MetH5 shows massively im-
proved access times compared to BAM files, at a low cost to storage
space. Figure adapted from the pycoMeth publication [207].

2.5. Code availability

The meth5 python package [210] is available on GitHub, and distributed via package
managers pypi and anaconda.

� GitHub: https://github.com/PMBio/MetH5Format

� pypi: https://pypi.org/project/meth5/

� anaconda: https://anaconda.org/snajder-r/meth5

The benchmarking code used to generate runtime comparison and figures is also
available on GitHub under:

https://github.com/snajder-r/benchmark meth5

2.6. Conclusion

With MetH5, I implemented an efficient container for long-read single-molecule
methylation sequencing data, complete with a useful python API and CLI. MetH5
storage offers rapid random access to genomic coordinates, which is important for
targeted calculations as well as visualization. While BAM storage is an established
file format which is well supported, it exists as a monolithic container inseparably
storing a large number of data modalities. The BAM file used in the benchmark
described above were 84GB (BAM) and 54GB (CRAM) in size, with methylation
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data making up less than 2% of the file size. A smaller file format such as MetH5,
which is dedicated to a single data modality, can be advantageous for data sharing or
data transfer to different compute environments for further analysis or visualization.
Another difference worth mentioning is that MetH5 stores methylation data in refer-
ence anchored coordinates, whereas MM tags in BAM files are read-anchored. The
consequence of this can be that basecalling errors which could have been corrected
in reference alignment may cause missing or misleading methylation calls.

Most importantly, however, MetH5 outperforms methylation storage in BAM when
it comes to access times, with about 33 fold increase in random access and 24.5 fold
increase in sequential access speed. Furthermore, MetH5 is explicitly designed for
parallel computing. These advantages make MetH5 an excellent storage format for
downstream methylation analyses and visualization.
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3. pycoMeth - differential
methylation analysis toolbox

Case-control studies on methylation data are used for the identification of disease-
and treatment relevant markers [211–213]. Differential methylation can be computed
for specific CpG sites or over genomic regions and software tools for computations
based on methylation rates from WGBS are available [162, 166]. Existing tools for
WGBS can be repurposed for ONT methylation calls. To do so, data must first be
converted to a count per CpG format, thus emulating data from a WGBS experi-
ment (pseudo-bulk). In addition to losing read specific information, this reduction
also requires binariziation of methylation LLR, leading to the loss of uncertainty
information. Dedicated tools for long-read methylation data which allow for the
consideration of methylation call uncertainties and read-level information are cur-
rently lacking.

With these aspects in mind, pycoMeth was developed as a specialized differential
methylation calling and reporting tool.

A first prototype of pycoMeth was developed by Adrien Leger at the European
Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI), Hinxton, UK. This prototype relied on tab-
delimited Nanopolish output files for its input. It could be used to perform differen-
tial methylation computation on pre-defined genomic regions, followed by effect-size
filtering to remove low effect-size results. Statistical testing was performed using a
non-parametric test on LLRs of 2 or more samples using the SciPy [196] Python
package. Correction for multiple testing was provided by the statsmodels [214]
Python package. Identified DMRs were reported in easily accessible HTML reports
generated using plotly [215]. Additionally, it implemented a CGI-detector which
would operate on the reference genome to compute putative CGIs.

This prototype came with a number of limitations, which I addressed in the course
of my PhD project. The CGI-detector was implemented in order to allow DMR
detection with limited a priori information about methylation organization. Instead
of requiring user-defined regions, the putative CGIs predicted from the reference
genome could be used for differential methylation testing. This strategy is based
on the assumption that DMRs would be found within CGIs. Literature, however,
suggest that aberrant methylation in disease frequently occurs outside of CGIs [41,
43].

The non-parametric test for differential methylation performed in the prototype
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compares all LLRs in a region. Such a test draws power from both coverage and
segment size, and may therefore be biased towards larger segments (Appendix Figure
C.4). Finally, the prototype version performed effect-size filtering before testing for
significance, which also creates false biases and can lead to overconfident predictions
[216, 217].

As for computational performance, the pycoMeth prototype was primarily con-
strained by the reliance on tab-delimited input files produced by Nanopolish. With
this input format, all methylation calls have to be read from disk before being able
to subset to specific genomic regions. Since input files had to be read sequentially
(line by line), the degree of parallelization was limited as well, making it difficult to
take advantage of parallel hardware.

In order to address these limitations, I designed and implemented pycoMeth ver-
sion 2 (Figure 3.1). The first major change in pycoMeth version 2 is reading input
from the MetH5 format. Using MetH5 as a data structure improves overall run-
time performance of pycoMeth significantly. It also also allowed me to implement
multiprocessing in order to take advantage of multi-core / multi-CPU hardware for
an added performance boost. The second major change is the implementation of
a Bayesian methylome segmentation algorithm, which will be covered in detail in
this chapter. This segmentation method allows for de novo segmentation based
on methylation calls directly. The model explicitly accounts for methylation caller
uncertainties and considers read-group association (such as sample or haplotype)
stored in the MetH5 container. Finally, major changes in the differential methyla-
tion testing module of pycoMeth allow for a variety of tests with better calibration
than the test implemented in the prototype.

3.1. Bayesian methylome segmentation algorithm

In order to allow for de novo discovery of differentially methylated regions in all se-
quence contexts, whether CGIs, shores, shelves, or open-sea, I developed a Bayesian
methylome segmentation algorithm. I first identified the following design criteria:
(i) The segmentation method must produce a single consensus segmentation from
multiple methylation profiles. In order to test for differential methylation between
multiple samples (whether these are biological samples or haplotypes of the same bi-
ological sample), a single segmentation valid for both samples is required. (ii) While
a maximum number of segments may be set, the number of segments inferred should
be dynamic and decided de novo. (iii) The segmentation must be independent of
differential methylation. While the same samples on which differential methylation
will be computed may also be used to inform segmentation, it is important that
the segmentation is indifferent to differential methylation. If this requirement is
not satisfied, it could create a false bias towards differential methylation, leading
to overconfident DMR prediction. (iv) Methylation caller uncertainties should be
propagated in the model. Uncertainties emitted by methylation callers, such as the
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Figure 3.1.: Sketch of the pycoMeth software suite and workflow, figure adapted
from the pycoMeth publication [207]. A) The Bayesian methylation
segmentation algorithm I implemented for pycoMeth version 2. De-
signed as a changepoint-detection HMM, methylation calling uncertain-
ties are modeled in emission likelihoods. Methylation calls are modeled
as Bernoulli distributed events with a methylation rate for each read
(or read-group) and segment. B) The differential methylation testing
module. In addition to the original LLR difference test, I implemented
two additional tests: one based on read-level methylation β-scores, and
another based on a contingency matrix of methylated CpG-sites. Fur-
thermore, I implemented independent hypothesis weighting (IHW) [217]
as part of multiple testing correction. C) The reporting module gener-
ates HTML reports for DMRs.
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LLRs emitted by Nanopolish, must be considered in the emission likelihoods and
properly propagated in a Bayesian fashion.

The segmentation algorithm is implemented as a changepoint detection HMM [170].
Notable novelties in this implementation include that methylation call uncertainties
are explicitly accounted for as part of the emission likelihoods, and methylation
rates are modeled as a property of segment and read. That is, the methylation rate
parameters µs,r, where s represents the segment and r the read, are learned as part of
the segmentation. Furthermore, pycoMeth implements a read-group mode, in which
read-groups stored in the MetH5 container can be used to inform the segmentation.
A read-group can then represent a biological sample or a haplotype, but it is flexible
to allow for any arbitrary grouping. When used in read-group mode, all reads of the
same read-group are assumed to share the same methylation profile, allowing the
capture of sample or allele-specific methylation.

It is important to note that due to the memory requirement of the forward and
backward algorithms used to learn parameters of an HMM, the methylome segmen-
tation in pycoMeth is performed over genomic windows. The size of a window is
defined as N , the number of unique CpG sites in the window. The memory require-
ment of the segmentation algorithm scales with complexity O(NS). Since S scales
linearly in dependence of N (Chapter 3.1.2) a simplified expression of complexity
would be O(N2) (quadratic with window size). Therefore, a complete segmentation
of an entire chromosome in a single call of the segmentation HMM is inefficient, and
a windowed approach is performed instead.

3.1.1. Segmentation HMM

The segmentation HMM is specified by three components. First, a set of states S,
which represent the segments and are parameterized with a methylation rate which
is learned from the data. Secondly, the transition probabilities T , which define
the probability of moving through the states and to the end state, thus connecting
states. Third, the emission likelihood function L, which describes the likelihood of
observing methylation calls for a given segment.

The following sections describe these three components in more detail.

States S

The set of states S represents the sequence of segments, with state s representing
the sth segment. The number of states S = |S| therefore defines the maximum
number of segments in the window. Each state is parameterized with methylation
rates µs,r, where s refers to the state and r the read.

In read-group mode pycoMeth can be provided with a read-group identifier (such as
“sample” or “haplotype”) which it will then find in the MetH5 input file (Chapter 2).
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A read-group can refer to any read annotation stored in the MetH5 file, and would
typically correspond to a biological sample or a haplotype. If a read-group identifier
is provided, pycoMeth assumes homogeneous methylation patterns for all reads in
the same read-group. This is modeled by interpreting µs,r as the methylation rate
for read-group r and all reads within a read-group share the same parameters.

In order to simplify the language, the following sections refer to r in the context of
µs,r as the read r (w.l.o.g.).

Transition probabilities T

Transition probabilities are defined such that a state transition can only occur one
state forward or to the end state. The three transition probabilities tstay, tmove, and
tend are hyperparameters of the model such that 1 = tstay + tmove + tend.

ti,j =



tstay if i = j < S

tmove if i = j − 1 < S

tend if i < j − 1 = S − 1

tmove + tend if i = j − 1 = S − 1

1 if i = j = S

0 else

(3.1)

An example transition table where S = 4 would look like

T =


tstay tmove 0 tend

0 tstay tmove tend

0 0 tstay tmove + tend

0 0 0 1

 (3.2)

Emission likelihoods L

Let Ini,s be the logical predicate that CpG-site i belongs to segment s, and let
Mi,r be the logical predicate that CpG-site i on read r is truly methylated. I then
model methylation rates within a segment as Bernoulli distributed with µs,r being
the methylation rate of a read in a segment:

P (Mi,r|Ini,s) = Bernoulli(Mi,r|µs,r)

Next, to include methylation calling uncertainties, we require a well calibrated poste-
rior methylation probability P (Mi,r|Xi,r), where that Xi,r is the measured Nanopore
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raw signal for CpG-site i on read r. Deep learning based methylation callers emit
this probability directly, but may not be calibrated well. The Bayesian methyla-
tion caller Nanopolish emits well calibrated LLRs (Equation 1.7), from which the
posterior may then be derived as such:

LLRi,r = log
P (Xi,r|Mi,r)

P (Xi,r|¬Mi,r)
= log

P (Mi,r|Xi,r)P (Mi,r)P (Xi,r)

P (¬Mi,r|Xi,r)P (¬Mi,r)P (Xi,r)

= log
P (Mi,r|Xi,r)

1− P (Mi,r|Xi,r)
+ log

P (Mi,r)

1− P (Mi,r)

where the second term is the prior methylation probability. Since Nanopolish as-
sumes an uninformative prior, the second term evaluates to 0

= log
P (Mi,r|Xi,r)

1− P (Mi,r|Xi,r)
(3.3)

which is the logit function, also known as the inverse sigmoid function

= σ−1(P (Mi,r|Xi,r))

and therefore

P (Mi,r|Xi,r) = σ(LLRi,r)

=
1

1 + exp(−LLRi,r)
(3.4)

The emission likelihoods in the HMM are then the likelihood of observing Nanopore
raw signal Xi,r given that Ini,s:

P (Xi,r|Ini,s) = P (Xi,r|Mi,r)P (Mi,r|Ini,s) + P (X|¬Mi,r)P (¬Mi,r|Ini,s)

= P (Xi,r|Mi,r)µs,r + P (Xi,r|¬Mi,r)(1− µs,r)

=
P (Mi,r|Xi,r)P (Xi,r)µs,r

P (Mi,r)
+

P (¬Mi,r|Xi,r)P (Xi,r)(1− µs,r)

P (¬Mi,r)

= P (Xi,r)

(
σ(LLRi,r)µs,r

P (Mi,r)
+

(1− σ(LLRi,r))(1− µs,r)

1− P (Mi,r)

)
if a uniform prior, that is P (Mi,r) =

1
2
is chosen, this can be further simplified to

= 2P (Xi,r)(σ(LLRi,r)µs,r + (1− σ(LLRi,r))(1− µs,r))

For the purpose of likelihood maximization in the HMM, terms that are independent
of segment assignment can be discarded.

L(Xi,r|Ini,s) ∼ σ(LLRi,r)µs,r + (1− σ(LLRi,r))(1− µs,r)
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3.1. Bayesian methylome segmentation algorithm

Segmentation

Segmentation is then performed using an optimized implementation of the Baum-
Welch algorithm (Chapter 1.2.1). First, the posterior probabilities logP (Ini,s|X,µ(j))
of CpG site i being in segment s using segment parameters µ in iteration j are com-
puted. This requires the computation of the intermediates of both the forward
and the backward algorithms(Equation 1.4). This computation is performed while
taking advantage of the sparse transition matrix, simplifying Equation 1.3 from

fn+1,p : =
∑
p′∈S

fn,p′tp,p′L(xn+1|p)

to

fn+1,p : = L(xn+1|p)(fn,ptstay + fn,p+1tmove + fn,N tend)

thus reducing the computational complexity from O(NS2) to O(NS).

Having computed P (Ini,s|X,µ(j)) using the forward and backward algorithms, methy-
lation rate parameters are then updated using the maximum likelihood estimator.

µ(j+1)
s,r = argmax

µs,r

∑
i

L(Xi,r|Ini,s, µs,r)P (Ini,s|X,µ(j))

which does not have a closed form solution and is therefore maxmimized numerically
using a sequential least squares programming algorithm implemented in SciPy [196].

All computations are performed in log space in order to improve performance and
increase numerical stability, taking advantage of highly optimized implementations
of lse(x, y) = log(ex + ey) and log1m(x) = log(1− ex) in NumPy [198].

When segmenting multiple windows, pycoMeth with produce artificial segment breaks
between windows. The output file will then contain an additional column, informing
whether a segment is the start or end segment of a window, such that downstream
processing may decide how to handle this boundary condition.

3.1.2. Hyperparameters

The segmentation model comes with a number of hyperparameters which require
closer consideration. The hyperparameters are:

� Transition probabilities tstay, tmove, tend

� Window size N

� Maximum number of segments S

All hyperparameters are related to segmentation granularity. They can be catego-
rized into two groups: the ratio N

S
defines the upper bound to the segmentation
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granularity, while the transition probabilities t affect the ability to go below the
upper bound. The latter is primarily controlled by tend, which describes the prior
probability of skipping all following segments and choosing to move to the last seg-
ment. The difference between tstay and tmove, if taken independent of the other
hyperparameters, theoretically describe the prior belief of segmentation granular-
ity. However, when conditioned on N

S
and tend it mainly affects the magnitude of

likelihoods in the Baum-Welch algorithm. Therefore, the most important hyperpa-
rameters to tune are N and S. Memory requirement in the Baum-Welch algorithm
scales at O(NS), as NS is the dimensionality of the forward matrix F and backward
matrix B (Chapter 1.2.1). Let r = N

S
be the desired segmentation granularity, then

it is recommended to select S = N
r
and choose window size N depending on the

amount of memory available.

Since the model is allowed to go below segmentation granularity r, and since an over-
segmentation is typically preferred to an undersegmentation, it is generally prefer-
able to err on the side of choosing a higher value for r. In experiments I find the
following defaults reasonable: N = 600, M = 20. Default values in pycoMeth are set
to a smaller value in order to be more conservative about memory usage: N = 300,
M = 10, which yields the same granularity r but computed over smaller windows.
When possible, however, that larger window sizes are preferred, in order to reduce
the number of additional segments produced by the boundary condition.

Defaults for transition probability were tuned manually on random sections of a
human methylome, using the evaluation dataset described in Chapter 3.2.3 on dif-
ferent chromosomes than the ones presented in the benchmark. The values were set
to tmove = 0.8, tstay = 0.1, tend = 0.1, which are hardcoded in pycoMeth and used in
all following experiments.

3.1.3. Evaluation

I evaluated pycoMeth on two different datasets, a simulated dataset and a real
Nanopore methylation dataset. Since real methylation data does not contain ground
truth segments, I first describe the evaluation on simulated data. Chapter 3.2.3 then
covers the benchmarking of the entire differential methylation calling pipeline on real
data and also illuminates the effect of segmentation on DMR testing.

Simulated evaluation dataset

I created a simulated 2-sample dataset based on simulated WBGS data produced
from OmicsSIMLA [218]. OmicsSIMLA is a software package for multi-omics simu-
lation and includes a module for the simulation of WGBS experiments. This module
comes with a variety of methylation profiles learned from experimental data of dif-
ferent tissue types. Methylation profiles can then be randomly perturbed in order
to simulate case and control samples with differential methylation. Both the case
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3.1. Bayesian methylome segmentation algorithm

and the control profiles can then be used to produce concrete methylation count
matrices. OmicsSIMLA will then randomly drawing methylation counts for each
CpG site in a segment, based on the segment’s methylation rate.

Using OmicsSIMLA, I was able to simulate a methylome for a single chromosome
learned from human liver tissue. For the control sample, OmicsSIMLA first gen-
erates segments learned in training, with each segment having a methylation rate
assigned. For the case sample, I used OmicsSIMLA to generate a perturbed methy-
lation profile, with up to 10% of segments differentially methylated with varying
effect-sizes (0.15, 0.20, ..., 0.6). These two methylomes formed the ground truth
for the benchmark. Next, I used OmicsSIMLA to generate count matrices from
both methylation profiles, with about 30x coverage for each sample, thus creating a
simulated WGBS experiment.

In order to arrive at a simulated Nanopore experiment, with simulated Nanopolish
methylation calls, I then developed a Nanopolish methylation call simulator. This
simulator consists of two parts: read simulation, and LLR simulation. The read
simulation component draws a genomic coordinate from a uniform distribution and
then a log10 read length from a Gaussian mixture model. The parameters of the
Gaussian mixture model were estimated from a real Nanopore experiment with an
N50 read length of about 50,000. The three kernels were learned as (in log10 space)
µ = (2.88, 3.8, 4.75), σ2 = (0.38, 0.48, 0.29) and weights as w = (0.24, 0.63, 0.13).

The LLRs were simulated from the same real Nanopore data, by first convert-
ing LLRs to a posterior probability of methylation (Equation 3.4) and then to
methylation calling certainty C = 2|σ(LLR) − 0.5|. I then fit a beta distribu-
tion in the observed methylation call certainties, which resulted in distribution
α = 0.64031, β = 0.2088 (Figure 3.2).

Using these parameters I then created two simulated datasets, a high coverage ex-
ample with approximately 30x coverage in both samples and a low coverage example
with approximately 15x coverage.

Preparing MethCP and methylKit for benchmark

Since pycoMeth is the first methylation segmentation and differential methylation
testing software suite for Nanopore methylation calls, I decided to perform a bench-
mark which compares to existing software for methylation calls from WGBS. This
benchmark therefore evaluates the performance of pycoMeth compared to a pipeline
where Nanopore methylation calls are binarized and reduced to counts per CpG sites
as they would be assayed in a short-read experiment.

Furthermore, recall that two important features of pycoMeth segmentations are
(i) that it performs a consensus segmentation over multiple methylomes and (ii)
that the segmentation is not biased towards differential methylation and will detect
changepoints regardless of the presence of DMRs. Since I was not able to find any
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Figure 3.2.: The steps of creating a simulated 2-samples Nanopore methylation
dataset with differential methylation. A) Modeling of read length dis-
tribution in log10 space using a Gaussian mixture model. B) Modeling
of Nanopolish methylation call certainty distribution as a beta distribu-
tion. C) Simulation of a 2-sample Nanopore methylation experiment by
simulating methylation segments using OmicsSIMLA [218]. Simulated
methylation calls are then drawn from methylation rates, read length
model, and Nanopolish prediction certainty distribution.
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3.1. Bayesian methylome segmentation algorithm

other software for WGBS which fulfills both of these features, I chose to benchmark
against two widely used tools which each fulfills one of them.

The first tool is methylKit [165], an R [164] library for the analysis of methylation
data from WGBS. The second tool is MethCP [162], also implemented in R, which
performs a 2-sample consensus segmentation on the basis of differential methylation.
Both tools are described in detail in Chapter 1.2.3.

In order to create pseudo-WGBS from Nanopore data for the use in those tools, I
first binarize all methylation calls by thresholding LLRs using the threshold 2.0 as
recommended by the Nanopolish developers (Figure 3.3A)

T(LLR) =

{
1 , if LLR > 2.0

0 , else
(3.5)

where T (LLR) = 1 refers to a methylated site, T (−LLR) = 1 refers to an un-
methylated site and T (LLR) = T (−LLR) = 0 refers to a discarded call due to high
uncertainty.

For methylKit, the total number of methylated and unmethylated reads from both
the case and control samples for each CpG are added up and stored as a single
methylation profile. The data is then loaded following the methylKit documentation
and the function methSeg is called with parameters maxInt=100, minSeg=10 as in
the vignettes published with methylKit.

For MethCP, the methylated and unmethylated reads from the case and control sam-
ple are stored separately and are then loaded as two profiles following the MethCP
documentation. The function calcLociStat then computes CpG-level differential
methylation and segmentMethCP is then run to compute a segmentation.

Preparing pycoMeth segmentation for benchmark

For pycoMeth, I created two separate segmentations in order to compare the effect
of two different sets of hyperparameters affecting segmentation granularity. The
first segmentation, henceforth referred to as “pycoMeth”, has been performed with
window size N = 300 and maximum number of segments M = 16, thus a segmen-
tation granularity of r = 18.75. The second segmentation, henceforth referred to
as “pycoMeth coarse”, has been performed with window size N = 600 and maxi-
mum number of segments M = 16. It presents a less fine-grained segmentation with
segmentation granularity r = 37.5.

Evaluating segmentations on simulated data

The two main segmentation errors are oversegmentation and undersegmentation.
Oversegmentation refers to placement of additional changepoints that do not corre-
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Figure 3.3.: Generating comparison data for segmentation benchmarking. A) Con-
version of Nanopolish methylation calls to pseudo-bisulfite sequencing
counts. Methylation calls are binarized (Equation 3.5) and then counted
per CpG-sites. Grouped calls by Nanopolish are expanded, since bisul-
fite sequencing data contains CpG-level calls. B) Methylation profiles
of two samples are first converted to pseudo-bisulfite data and then ag-
gregated. For methylKit the aggregation is a sum of counts, whereas
MethCP creates a differential profile (Chapter 1.2.3). Both tools then
create an instance segmentation, while MethCP additionally calls DMRs
(used in Chapter 3.2.3).
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True segments:

Predicted segments:

w0.05w

Grace-area in which precited changepoints are accepted as "found"

Boundary found/not found:
Segment match:

no match partial match partial matchfull matchpartial match

Figure 3.4.: Method used to evaluate undersegmentation. True segments are classi-
fied as no match, partial match, or full match, depending on whether
start- and end-boundary are found. Whether or not a boundary is found
is determined by whether or not a predicted boundary is within 5% of
its containing segment’s width from the true boundary. Also, note that
all predicted changepoints not contributing to a match are reported as
oversegmentation. In this example with 6 true changepoints, 3 matched
changepoints, and 3 additional unmatched changepoints, it would be
evaluated as 50% detection power and 50% oversegmentation. This is
despite the fact that the total number of predicted changepoints matches
the number of true changepoints.

spond to true segment boundaries. Undersegmentation refers to missing true seg-
ment boundaries, that is the merging of two neighboring segments. Both types of
segmentation errors negatively affect DMR calling in different ways.

Oversegmentation results in more and smaller segments to be tested. As a result,
test power suffers since fewer data-points per segment contribute to the test (smaller
segments), and the increase in the number of tests results in a multiple testing
burden. Oversegmentation can – to an extent – be fixed in post-processing, and
a common strategy in computer vision is to oversegment and then merge [219].
Undersegmentation, on the other hand, leads to smaller effect-sizes, seeing how
DMR effects are diluted. Furthermore, if the test assumes a certain distribution
within a segment (e.g. a Normal distribution) this assumption may be violated if
neighboring segments with different distribution parameters are combined. This can
lead to DMRs being missed or filtered out for having too low observed effect-sizes.
For these reasons, oversegmentation is typically preferred to undersegmentation, but
the two types of errors must be balanced.

In this first segmentation evaluation, I focused on investigating the missed segment
boundaries on the high coverage simulated data, in order to evaluate the degree
of undersegmentation. To do so, I classified each true segment boundary as either
found or missed by a particular method, depending on the distance of the nearest
predicted segment boundary. The criteria I chose is that a segment boundary is
considered found if the nearest predicted segment boundary is no more than 5% of
the containing segment size. I then classify each true segment based on whether
none, one, or both of its were boundaries found (no match, partial match, or full
match, respectively, Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.5.: Segmentation performance on high coverage simulated 2-sample data.
For each tool, showing the number of segments discovered in full (full
match - both start and endpoint discovered), partially (partial match
- either start or endpoint discovered), or missed (no match - neither
start nor endpoint discovered). pycoMeth coarse appears to provide a
good compromise between oversegmentation and changepoint discovery
power. Figure adapted from [207].

Figure 3.5 shows that the pycoMeth segmentation performs best in the discovery
of both segments that are DMRs as well as non-DMR segments. More concretely,
72.2% and 73% of segments were fully matched for DMR and non-DMR segments,
respectively, and 24.1% and 23.5% partially matched. Unsurprisingly, MethCP has
difficulty detecting non-DMR segments, seeing how it operates on the differential
methylation profile. A total of 55.8% of non-DMR segments yielded no match by
MethCP, while 63.41% of DMR segments were fully matched and 22.4% of segments
partially. Both pycoMeth and MethCP have a high degree of oversegmentation
(485% and 667%, respectively). The methylKit segmentation, on the other hand,
appears to be largely undersegmented, with 34.3% and 18.9% of DMR and non-DMR
segments not matched, respectively, and with only 35% oversegmentation.

The pycoMeth coarse segmentation reduces oversegmentation to 268%, which is a
217 percentage point (pp) reduction compared to the pycoMeth segmentation. At
the same time it reduces segment discovery by only 3.4pp, suggesting a better com-
promise between over- and undersegmentation. In order to evaluate whether seg-
mentations perform better than random, I further permuted the order of segments
and evaluated the distance from a discovered segment to the nearest ground truth
segment (a measure of oversegmentation) and the distance from a ground truth seg-
ment to the nearest discovered segment (a measure of undersegmentation). All tools
showed better performance than random in both categories, with the exception of
MethCP, which unsurprisingly oversegments worse than random due to its inability
to properly segment non-DMR regions (Appendix Figure C.5).

Finally, I repeated the benchmark on the low coverage example, showing that py-
coMeth and pycoMeth coarse remained nearly unaffected (less than 1pp reduction),
whereas MethCP shows a 1.5pp and methylKit a 6.8pp reduction in segment bound-
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ary discovery(Appendix Figure C.3A).

3.2. Differential methylation calling

The differential methylation calling module in pycoMeth takes genomic segments
as an input, together with methylation calls in MetH5 format, and then tests each
segment for differential methylation between two or more read-groups. Instead of
using the read-group annotation stored in a MetH5 container, pycoMeth may also be
provided with multiple MetH5 files, in which case it will treat the reads of each file as
a separate read-group. This functionality can also be used for the analysis of ASM,
when haplotype assignment from a read phasing method is stored as read-groups.

In literature, the landscape of statistical tests used for differential methylation test-
ing is diverse. The most commonly used test for WGBS data is probably the Fisher-
Exact test [48, 165, 220, 221], but also logistic regression based tests [165] and bi-
nomial based tests [222–224] have been proposed. These individual tests come with
different null hypotheses and assumptions.

In pycoMeth, I therefore decided to offer a variety of different statistical tests, based
on a selection of test hypotheses. The selection of the test hypothesis can be per-
formed using the command line argument --hypothesis. For example, the LLR
based test has the null hypothesis that the mean sample LLR of all samples is
identical. This test is accessible via the hypothesis llr diff.

I further expanded pycoMeth by implementing two more test hypotheses. First,
in order to support the widely adopted Fisher-Exact test, I implemented the
count dependency hypothesis, which performs a Fisher-Exact test in the 2-read-
group case and a χ2 test on a contingency matrix for more than 2 read-groups.
Secondly, in order to provide a more conservative test, I implemented the bs diff

hypothesis. The null hypothesis for these tests is that the mean read-level methyla-
tion β-score per sample is identical.

Finally, I expanded the differential methylation testing module by implementing
additional 1-vs-all post hoc tests. If the null hypothesis in an n > 2-read-group
test can be rejected, a post hoc test is used to determine which, if any, one of the
n read-groups is different from the other n − 1. Note that this does not affect the
choice of regions reported as DMRs in the n-read-group test. Instead, it adds an
additional column to the output file, containing the list of read-groups for which a
post hoc test revealed significant difference from the rest. The statistical test used
for the post-hoc test also follows the test hypothesis selection, using the appropriate
2-read-group version of the orignal n > 2-read-group test. For example, if the user
chose the test hypothesis count dependency a χ2 test would be performed for the
initial n > 2-read-group test, followed by a Fisher-Exact test for post-hoc testing.
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3.2.1. Hypotheses and tests

The following sections detail the three test hypotheses currently implemented in
pycoMeth, including the test selection and how the data for the test is computed.
Each test produces a test statistic and a p-value, which is then used to determine
whether a segment is a DMR.

LLR difference hypothesis

For a segment s to be tested, let i ∈ s be the individual CpG sites in s. Let R
be the set of read-groups and r ∈ R, j ∈ r refer to the reads j in a read-group
r. As previously used, let LLRi,j refer to the LLR of CpG-site i in read j. Let
LLRr,s = {LLRi,j : i ∈ s, j ∈ r} be the set of all LLRs in reads of read-group r and
CpG-sites in segment s. As previously described, a Mann-Whitney-U test [225] on
LLRs is used in the 2-read-group case and a Kruskal-Wallis [226] test for more than
2 read-groups.

Then the null-hypothesis for the llr diff mode is

H0 := ∀r∈R,r′∈R Median(LLRr,s) ∼ Median(LLRr′,s)

β-score difference hypothesis

With the bs diff option I implemented the test hypothesis that read-level methy-
lation rates (β-score, Equation 1.5) in a segment differ between read-groups. Like
with the llr diff hypothesis, pycoMeth will choose a Mann-Whitney-U test [225]
in the 2-read-group case and a Kruskal-Wallis [226] test for more than 2 read-groups.
The test is then performed on the read-level β-scores for each read-group.

Let βs
j be the read-level methylation β-score for read j in segment s

βs
j =

∑
i∈s T (LLRi,j)∑

i∈s T (LLRi,j) + T (−LLRi,j)

where T is defined in Equation 3.5. Let βr,s = {βs
j : j ∈ r}, the set of all read-level

β-scores in a read-group, then the null-hypothesis for the bs diff mode is

H0 := ∀r∈R,r′∈R Median(βr,s) ∼ Median(βr′,s)

Methylation rate dependency hypothesis

To generalize the commonly used Fisher-Exact test for a 2 or more read-group
case, I implemented the count dependency hypothesis. This implements the null-
hypothesis that the probability of methylation for any CpG site in any read in one
read-group is equal to the overall methylation probability across all read-groups.
In order words, the null-hypothesis states that the methylation rate is independent
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of the read-group. Recalling that Mi,j was defined as the logical predicate that
CpG-site i in read j is methylated, then the null-hypothesis can be defined as:

H0 := ∀r∈R,r′∈R P (Mi,j|i ∈ s) = P (Mi,j|j ∈ r′, i ∈ s)

To do so, pycoMeth computes a contingency matrix

Z =

ZM
0 . . . ZM

n

ZU
0 . . . ZU

n


ZM

r =
∑

i∈s,j∈r

T (LLRi,j)

ZU
r =

∑
i∈s,j∈r

T (−LLRi,j)

and then performs a Fisher-Exact [227] test on the contingency matrix in the 2-
read-group case, or a χ2-test [228] for more than 2 read-groups.

3.2.2. Adjustment for multiple testing

When performing multiple comparisons where a statistical test is subjected to a
p-value threshold, each negative case (in our case, each non-DMR) has a chance to
produce a false discovery if the null-hypothesis is rejected. When false positives are
more likely than false negatives, particularly in an unbalanced dataset where the
number of negative cases is larger than the number of positive cases, this imbalance
will lead to an inflated false discovery rate (FDR). A commonly used remedy is the
adjustment of p-values, and many schemes for p-value adjustment have been pro-
posed [229]. Examples include Bonferroni [230], Sidak [231], Benjamini-Hochberg
[232], and Storey’s q-value [233]. In pycoMeth, multiple testing correction is per-
formed after DMR testing, and raw p-value as well as adjusted p-value are stored
in the output file. Methods for p-value adjustment are provided by the python
statsmodels package [214].

To replace the effect-size filter in the pycoMeth prototype, I instead implemented
an independent hypothesis weighting (IHW) scheme. This method allows to use a
covariate independent of the p-value under the null-hypothesis, which is then used
to weight p-values before adjustment [217]. In pycoMeth the covariate I chose was
the pooled variance of all read-level β-scores in the segment. This covariate is infor-
mative of test power (a segment with low variance is less likely to contain methyla-
tion differences) yet independent of p-value (pooled variance can be confounded by
between-sample or within-sample variance). Since weights must be positive and the
average must be 1 [217], they are re-centered and then re-scaled.
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Average segment methylation rate: βs =
1∑

r∈R |r|
∑
r∈R

∑
j∈r

βr,s

Unscaled weight: vs =
1∑

r∈R |r|
∑
r∈R

∑
j∈R

(βr,s − βs)2

Mean weight: v̄ =
1

S

∑
s

vs

Re-scaled and re-centered weight: ws = 1 +
vs − v̄

mins′(vs′ − v̄)

This yields a weight ws scaled to the range [0, 2], where weight 0 corresponds to the
highest variance and weight 2 to the lowest variance, with the arithmetic mean of
all weights being w̄ = 1.

3.2.3. Evaluation

DMR testing, as well as the effect of segmentation on the DMR calling pipeline,
was first evaluated on the simulated data described in Chapter 3.1.3. I performed
pycoMeth DMR testing on all four segmentations (pycoMeth, pycoMeth coarse,
methylKit, MethCP), as well as using all three test hypothesis, with and without
IHW, for a total of 24 settings. Finally, I included DMRs called from the MethCP
pipeline, bringing the number of settings to 25.

To correct for multiple testing within each setting I chose to use the Benjamini-
Hochberg [232] procedure, with the exception of the MethCP setting, which uses a
sliding linear model (SLIM) [234] instead (implemented within the software-suite).

DMR testing evaluation on simulated data

Seeing how each segmentation results in different regions to be tested, all compar-
isons were performed on a CpG-basis. To do so, I first classified each CpG site in the
simulated data as either being a DMR CpG or a non-DMR CpG based on whether
it is contained in a ground truth DMR segment. For each DMR calling setting, I
repeated the same CpG classification, which allowed me to compute quality metrics
such as precision, recall, and F1-score.

Let P be the number of DMR CpGs in ground truth, and TP be the number of true
positive predicted DMR CpGs (CpGs that are both DMRs in the ground truth and
the test), and let FP be the number of false positive predicted DMR CpGs (CpGs
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that are predicted as DMRs in the test, but not the ground truth). Then

Recall =
TP

P

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

F1-score =
Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall

(3.6)

where recall is a metric of detection power, precision a metric of false discovery
(precision = 1−FDR), and F1-score the harmonic mean of recall and precision,
used to measure the balance between these two metrics.

When comparing different test hypotheses while leaving the test fixed, it appears
the the test hypothesis does not have a great effect on DMR testing performance in
this scenario Figure 3.6A. The overall best performing test was the bs difference

hypothesis without IHW (0.868 F1-score).

When comparing the effect of different segmentations on DMR-testing performance,
while keeping the test hypothesis fixed, pycoMeth coarse yields the best overall
performance (Figure 3.6B), while MethCP has best precision but reduced recall,
yielding a lower F1-score than pycoMeth. Using Fisher-exact test as a comparison, as
this is the same test that is underlying the MethCP segmentation, pycoMeth coarse
has an F1-score of 0.865, whereas for MethCP an F1-score of 0.856 is obtained. As
with the segmentation evaluation, I repeated the experiment with the low coverage
simulated data, showing that all methods show reduced recall in lower coverage,
while all but MethCP also show reduced precision. Still, pycoMeth coarse performed
best overall with an F1-score of 0.85 (reduction of 0.015) while MethCP dropped to
an F1-score of 0.84 (reduction of 0.016)(Appendix Figure C.3A).

DMR testing evaluation on real data

I performed a second benchmark on real Nanopore data obtained from the GIAB
consortium [204], described in Chapter 2.4, in two scenarios: differential methylation
between the two parents (HG003 and HG004) and ASM calling in the son (HG002),
both evaluated on chromosome 20. Since all samples contain methylation calls with
approximately 30x coverage, the parent comparison compares two 30x coverage sam-
ples as in the high coverage simulation benchmark, while the ASM calling compares
two haplotypes with approximately 15x coverage, as in the low coverage simulation
benchmark.

Across both comparisons, pycoMeth shows greater power in detecting low effect-size
DMRs. Using the Fisher-Exact test with IHW for the comparison, the total number
of DMR CpGs discovered is 115% greater in pycoMeth coarse compared to MethCP,
with the majority being of effect-sizes 0.1-0.2 β-score difference (Figure 3.7).

Since there is no ground-truth available in these real world comparison, neither for
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PrecisionRecall F1-score PrecisionRecall F1-score
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Figure 3.6.: Recall, precision and F1-score on simulated data based on CpG-

classification (DMR/non-DMR, FDR < 0.05). All settings include
Benjamini-Hochberg [232] multiple testing correction, with the excep-
tion of MethCP, which implements SLIM [234] . A) Comparison of
different test hypothesis with a fixed segmentation (pycoMeth coarse).
B) Comparison of different segmentations with a fixed test(Fisher-Exact
with IHW). Figure adapted from [207].
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Figure 3.7.: Number of CpG sites in DMRs (FDR< 0.05) broken down by the con-
taining segment’s effect-size (β-score difference). All settings except for
MethCP use the Fisher-Exact test with IHW and Benjamini-Hochberg
[232] for multiple testing correction. MethCP implements a Fisher-
Exact test with SLIM [234] A) DMR calling between parents HG003
and HG004. B) ASM calling son (HG002). Figure adapted from [207].
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3.2. Differential methylation calling

segmentation boundaries nor for DMRs, we cannot conclude whether the added
power of pycoMeth in low effect-size DMR discovery is detecting real DMRs. An
investigation of precision and recall in low effect-sizes in the simulated benchmark,
however, suggests that pycoMeth coarse performs best or comparable even in low
effect-size predictions (Appendix Figure C.6).

To get a better idea of the validity of our methods and results in the real world
setting, I performed a permutation experiment to validate our observations. I cre-
ated two randomized samples HG003 rand and HG004 rand, by randomizing the
order of the elements in the llr dataset in the MetH5 container. This retained the
same coverage and global methylation distribution per sample, yet making methyla-
tion entirely independent of read and CpG-site. I then performed segmentation and
DMR calling using pycoMeth between the two samples and used CpGs inside the
produced DMR segments as false discoveries in order to estimate an FDR. This com-
pares the number of false discoveries with the number of real discoveries between
the unperturbed samples. In order to account for global methylation differences
between the two samples, an effect-size filter is required. Therefore, I vary the
minimum effect-size threshold for accepting DMRs and then investigate FDR for
different test settings. The count dependency and bs diff hypothesis both reach
an FDR of 0.05 by thresholding effect-sizes to a minimum of 0.1, while the llr diff

hypothesis requires a more stringent threshold of 0.15. With increasing stringency
to the effect-size threshold, the bs diff hypothesis shows continously decreasing
FDR, while the other two fluctuate, but remain in the range between 0.05 and 0.2
FDR. This indicates, that an effect-size threshold of 0.1 is sufficient to eliminate
global effects in the HG003 vs HG004 comparison, giving confidence to the high
number of low effect-size DMRs detected by pycoMeth.

Agreement in simulated and real data

In order to investigate agreement between prediction tools, I computed positive per-
cent agreement (PPA) between pycoMeth, pycoMeth coarse, MethCP, and methylKit
segmentation with pycoMeth DMR testing. If DMRtool is the set of DMR CpGs
identified by tool tool, then PPA between two tools is computed as:

PPAa,b = 100
DMRa ∩DMRb

DMRa ∪DMRb

I find that DMRs identified differ greatly between tools, with positive agreement
between the two pycoMeth segmentations being higher than other pairs (79% in
simulated data, 66% in GIAB data, Figure 3.9). Agreement in real data is over-
all lower than in simulated data, which can be explained by the overabundance of
difficult to detect low effect-size DMRs. Overall, this analysis suggests high com-
plementary of the methods and implies that different segmentation approaches may
detect different kinds of DMRs.
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Figure 3.8.: FDR estimation from real and randomized GIAB parent comparison.
Global differences between samples may produce low effect-size false
discoveries, which is why an effect-size filter after DMR testing is nec-
essary. FDR here is presented as ratio between predicted DMR CpGs
in real and randomized experiment, with minimum differential methy-
lation (β-score difference) used as a threshold. Figure adapted from the
pycoMeth publication [207].
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Figure 3.9.: Positive percent agreement between DMR test settings (FDR< 0.05).
A) Agreement relative to the union of all 4 settings in the high coverage
simulated dataset. B) Pairwise agreement in the high coverage simu-
lated dataset. C-D) Positive agreement in the real data, GIAB parent
comparison. Figure adapted from the pycoMeth publication [207].
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3.3. Code availability

The pycoMeth python package [235] is under version control at GitHub, and dis-
tributed via package managers pypi and anaconda.

� GitHub: https://github.com/PMBio/pycoMeth

� pypi: https://pypi.org/project/pycoMeth

� anaconda: https://anaconda.org/snajder-r/pycoMeth

The segmentation and DMR testing benchmarking code is also available on GitHub
under:

https://github.com/snajder-r/benchmark meth5

3.4. Conclusion

With pycoMeth version 2, I implemented a versatile toolbox for methylome seg-
mentation and differential methylation calling, specifically designed for Nanopore
sequencing experiments. The segmentation algorithm in pycoMeth implements a
Bayesian changepoint detection method, which considers methylation calling uncer-
tainties. It allows for the consensus segmentation of multiple methylation profiles
independent of the presence of differential methylation. The differential methylation
testing module implements a variety of tests and chooses the right test depending on
a user chosen test hypothesis and the number of read-groups. The pycoMeth toolbox
takes advantage of the MetH5 format in order to perform operations on methylation
data swiftly and in a parallelized fashion. MetH5 allows the distribution of segmen-
tation tasks across multiple compute nodes, and pycoMeth implements CPU-level
parallelization, two forms of concurrency that can also be combined.

The benchmark on simulated data shows that pycoMeth performs better than, or
at least comparable to, existing tools designed for WGBS experiments. In real data,
pycoMeth shows particularly strong power in the detection of low effect-size DMRs.
Validation experiments verify that even in low-effect size DMRs pycoMeth performs
with higher precision than other tools.

Segmentation granularity is an important factor and true granularity of methyla-
tion organization is difficult to estimate. This benchmark, suggests hyperparame-
ters for segmentation granularity based on the performance on both simulated and
real methylation data. Analysis of prediction agreement shows that changes to
segmentation granularity do have an effect on the DMRs detected, but pycoMeth
segmentations of varying DMRs still have stronger agreement than with other tools.

In conclusion, pycoMeth implements a user-friendly, efficient, and well-calibrated
solution for Nanopore methylation data analysis.
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4. Application on Medulloblastoma
study

This chapter describes the application of pycoMeth segmentation and differential
methylation calling on Nanopore sequencing data from a single patient with chro-
mothriptic sonic hedgehog (SHH) medulloblastoma [187]. Medulloblastoma de-
scribes a malignant brain tumor located in the cerebellum, which primarily occurs
in infants and young children [236]. The disease is typically categorized into four
molecular subtypes, depending on histology, driver mutations, and pathway activa-
tions. These subtypes are associated with different treatment options and prognoses
[236]. The WNT and SHH subtypes are named after the WNT and SHH signal-
ing pathways activated in these medulloblastoma subtypes, while the Group 3 and
Group 4 subtypes are of less clearly defined molecular composition [237, 238].

In this study, I analyzed the methylome of a pediatric SHH medulloblastoma patient
from three samples: blood, primary tumor before treatment, and relapse tumor af-
ter treatment. The tumor genome of this patient had undergone massive genomic
rearrangements, thought to have stemmed from one single catastrophic event. This
type of rearrangement is referred to as chromothripsis or chromosome-shattering
[239] and results in a highly complex genomic profile. This study shows the appli-
cation of pycoMeth in a cancer setting, as well as the general utility of measuring
DNA methylation on long reads in the presence of such genomic rearrangements.

4.1. Contributions

The study was designed by Aurélie Ernst (DKFZ), Oliver Stegle (DKFZ), Ewan Bir-
ney (EMBL-EBI), and Jan Korbel (EMBL). The samples were provided by Aurélie
Ernst (DKFZ) and sequenced by Ewan Birney (EMBL-EBI). Genomic analyses,
including the detection of germline and somatic variants, structural variants, read-
phasing, and the discovery and assembly of chromothriptic events, were performed
by Tobias Rausch (EMBL). Allele-specific expression (ASE) analysis was performed
by Marc Jan Bonder (DKFZ). The contributions listed in this paragraph are limited
to the work contributing to the results of this thesis. For the full author contribu-
tions to the medulloblastoma study, please refer to the author contribution section
of the published manuscript [187].
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4.2. Study design

In this study [187], three samples, blood, primary tumor, and relapse tumor, had
been sequenced on a variety of platforms. Illumina short read sequencing data had
been produced and used to infer germline (blood) and somatic (tumor minus blood)
variants. Nanopore long-read sequencing data had been produced with a coverage
of approximately 30x in primary tumor an 15x for the blood and relapse samples.
Other data includes 450k methylation array data and Illumina RNA sequencing data
for gene expression analysis.

Since this exploratory study is based on only a single patient, it is difficult to draw
significant biological conclusions. However, it serves as a case study for cancer
genome, epigenome, and transcriptome analyses enabled by long-read sequencing.
One of the most striking discoveries in the tumor samples is the presence of a
1.55Mbp long chromothriptic structure composed of segments from chromosome 11
and chromosome 17, here called CS11-17. The other observation was a potentially
novel type of genomic rearrangement, which was termed “templated insertion (TI)
threads” over the course of this study. TI-threads are described as insertions copied
from distal genomic templates [240], which were concatenated repeatedly into long
repetitive threads. TI-threads were discovered and reconstructed in this sample us-
ing long Nanopore reads, and were subsequently also identified in publicly available
short-read data from other cancer types.

To demonstrate the utility of Nanopore methylation analysis, I performed DNA
methylation analyses using pycoMeth followed by further integrative downstream
analyses. These analyses include (i) DMR calling between timepoints (tumor before
and after relapse), (ii) ASM analysis in the main tumor, (iii) integration of ASE with
ASM, as well as (iv) methylation analyses of chromothriptic structures CS11-17 and
TI-threads.

4.2.1. Data preparation

For the pre-processing of Nanopore data, I implemented a Snakemake [241] pipeline
[242] which performs the following steps: basecalling using guppy (version 6.1.7),
filtering of basecalled reads based on read quality threshold [243], alignment to ref-
erence genome GRCh38 [205] using minimap2 [206], read phasing into haplotypes
using WhatsHap [244], and methylation calling using Nanopolish [180]. The result-
ing methylation calls are then stored in MetH5 containers (one file per sample) and
haplotype assignment from WhatsHap is then stored as read-groups in the MetH5
containers. Nanopore data from all three samples (blood, primary tumor, relapse
tumor) were then processed using this pipeline, resulting in a total of 1.44 billion
methylation calls over approximately 19 million reads.
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Figure 4.1.: Medulloblastoma study design. Three samples (blood, primary tumor,
relapse tumor) from a single case of chromothriptic SHH medulloblas-
toma have been Nanopore (WGS), and Illumina (WGS & RNA-seq)
sequenced and methylation array data was produced. A combined
multi-omics analysis identified structural variants, complex rearrange-
ments, and a comprehensive haplotype-resolved methylation analysis
using methylation calls from Nanopore. Figure adapted from the medul-
loblastoma publication [187].
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Segmentation and DMR calling using pycoMeth

In order to arrive at a single consistent segmentation for all tumor analyses, I took
advantage of pycoMeth’s ability to create a consensus segmentation from multiple
methylation profiles. To do so, I provided pycoMeth with the MetH5 files from both
the primary tumor as well as the relapse sample, including the haplotype assignment
stored as read-groups in the MetH5 files. Unphased reads were treated as a third
haplotype, therefore resulting in a consensus segmentation from 6 methylation pro-
files (2 samples with 3 haplotypes, each). The hyperparameters chosen were window
size N = 600 and maximum number of segments per window M = 16, same as the
“pycoMeth coarse” segmentation used in the pycoMeth benchmark (Chapter 3.1.3).

Since pycoMeth’s Bayesian methylation segmentation algorithm takes methylation
calling uncertainty into account, prefiltering of LLRs was not necessary. This al-
lowed pycoMeth to also benefit from the 385 million methylation calls (36% of all
methylation calls in the two tumor samples) in the LLR range (−2.0, 2.0), which
would have been filtered out during quality control in experiments which binarize
methylation calls. Over all chromosomes, the segmentation yielded 443,244 segments
over 22,887,157 unique CpG sites, resulting in an effective segmentation granularity
of r̂ = 51.6 CpG sites per segment. This is coarser than the specified granularity
r = 600

16
= 37.5, showing pycoMeth’s ability to choose a number of segments lower

than the defined maximum.

In addition to the de novo segmentation, I also applied pycoMeth’s CGI finder to de-
tect CGIs in the reference genome. For both the de novo segmentation as well as the
putative CGIs, I then performed DMR testing using pycoMeth in two settings: dif-
ferential methylation between the two tumor samples (between-sample variation),
and ASM in each tumor sample (within-sample variation). In both settings, py-
coMeth Meth Comp was called with the bs diff hypothesis. Benjamini-Hochberg
for p-value adjustment for multiple testing was used together with IHW, and an
adjusted p-value (FDR) threshold of 0.05 was used to determine statistical signifi-
cance. DMRs were then further filtered based on effect-size. In order to be especially
conservative in this single-patient study, only strong effects were considered, using
an effect-size filter of 0.5 minimum β-score difference.

4.3. Differential DNA methylation between tumor
samples detected by pycoMeth

The comparison of primary tumor before treatment and relapse tumor yielded a
total of 1,785 segments as DMRs with effect-size greater than 0.5. These segments
contained a total of 23,576 CpG sites (0.1% of sites tested). In order to gauge the
benefit of using Nanopore sequencing compared to WGBS, I use the number of of
CpG sites in low-complexity regions as a marker for discoverability in short-read
sequencing experiments. Of all between-tumor DMR CpG-sites, over 34% fall in
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such low-complexity regions indicated by being aligned to regions which are soft-
masked in the reference genome.

I then assigned DMRs to genes by intersecting DMR regions with putative gene
promoter regions. Putative gene promoter regions were defined as regions 2,000bps
upstream to 500bps downstream of TSS annotated in the Ensembl [245] release 99.
Differential methylation effect-size (β-score difference) was computed for each gene.
For genes with multiple affected transcripts the DMR with the highest absolute
effect-size was considered.

From the 23,576 DMR CpG-sites, a total of 2,921 (12.4%) were within gene promoter
regions of 366 genes. Three of the 51 previously identified main medulloblastoma
driver genes used as reference [238] were among the genes with promoter DMRs,
namely PTCH1 (methylated in relapse), and SMARCA4 and GFI1B (both methy-
lated in primary tumor). Upon manual inspection, the DMR identified in PTCH1
also perfectly intersected with a heterozygous deletion in both tumor samples, with
the wild-type allele showing the differential methylation (Figure 4.2D). Another
noteworthy example is a large DMR in the promoter and enhancer of NRN1, a
gene previously associated with treatment resistance medulloblastoma [246] and
which has previously been identified as a methylation marker of tumor growth in
esophageal cancer [247]. Here, the NRN1 promoter appears to be methylated only
in the pre-treatment primary tumor sample in both alleles (Figure 4.2C).

4.3.1. Functional analysis of DMRs

Since gene expression is typically negatively correlated with promoter methylation
(Chapter 1.1.1), I then cross-referenced promoter DMRs with differential expression
from Illumina RNA-seq data. Of the 366 genes with promoter DMRs, 321 were
expressed in both samples. Of these, 41 also exhibited strong differential expression
(absolute log fold change > 2). 33 (80.5%) of the 41 genes exhibited negative
correlation between promoter methylation and gene expression, with a significant
rank based correlation (Spearman R: -0.30, pvalue: 0.053, Appendix Figure C.7).

I then estimated copy number differences between primary tumor and relapse sam-
ple based on the Illumina short-read WGS data, in order to evaluate the effect of
copy number variation on differential expression. I detected 74 differentially ex-
pressed genes with normalized copy number difference of at least 1. Within this set
of 74 genes, I was able to observe a ranked based correlation comparable to that
in the methylation analysis (Spearman R: 0.31, pvalue:0.0065). When considering
all three factors (copy-number, methylation, and expression) partial correlation be-
tween differential methylation and differential expression is slightly improved (partial
Spearman R: -0.33, pvalue: 0.037).
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Figure 4.2.: Overview and examples of DMRs identified in medulloblastoma data.
In B-C each rectangle refers to the a single CpG site and represents the
methylation rate of that CpG site in the read-group represented by the
rows. A) DMR CpGs identified in tumor comparison (primary tumor
vs relapse) as well as ASM identified within tumor samples. High com-
plexity refers to CpGs in regions which could also be mapped with short
reads, whereas low complexity refers to CpGs in regions which are soft-
masked in reference and would potentially not be resolved correctly in a
WGBS experiment. Unphaseable with short read refers to CpGs which
are more than 150bps from a heterozygous variant other than C>T
and therefore requires long reads to be phased into haplotypes in or-
der to identify ASM. B) ASM identified in the promoter region of gene
PCDH17, a tumor suppressor gene [248]. C) Methylation in promoter
of gene NRN1 in pre-treatment primary tumor. NRN1 was previously
associated with treatment resistance in medulloblastoma [246]. D) Sam-
ple specific methylation in promoter of PTCH1, a driver gene in SHH
medulloblastoma [249]. Haplotype 1 in both samples is deleted, whereas
haplotype 2 is methylated in the relapse tumor and unmethylated in the
pre-treatment primary tumor. Figure adapted from [187].
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4.4. Allele-specific DNA methylation detected by
pycoMeth

Using the same consensus segmentation as for the primary tumor vs relapse tumor
DMR calling, I called ASM in both tumor samples. To do so, I pointed pycoMeth
to the haplotype annotation in the MetH5 container and excluded unphased reads.
In the primary tumor sample, 1,068 segments were classified as DMRs with an
effect-size greater than 0.5 β-score difference, spanning a total of 28,803 CpG sites.
An example is displayed in Figure 4.2B, which shows demetyhlation of haplotype
1 in the tumor sample at the promoter region of tumor suppressor gene PCDH17
[248]. The relapse sample appears to be unaffected, as both haplotypes in relapse
are methylated.

In the relapse tumor sample, the number of ASM DMRs were much lower, with
only 146 segments identified as DMRs, spanning 7,262 CpG sites (Figure 4.2A).
Interestingly, when manually testing the 1,068 primary tumor ASM segments in
the relapse sample, 370 (34.64%) also exhibited ASM effects in relapse, indicating
that the low number of relapse ASM is potentially due to lack of test power from
coverage. The bs diff hypothesis in pycoMeth draws test power from coverage,
and the 15x sequenced relapse sample only provides approximately 7.5x coverage
per haplotype.

Similar to in the between-sample comparison, I further investigated the discover-
ability of ASM in short-read experiments. In addition to classifying CpGs into high
and low complexity regions, I further broke them down into CpGs that could reason-
ably be expected to be phaseable in short-read data. A typical short-read Illumina
sequencing platform produces reads in the length of 150bps (although longer reads
exist). Therefore, in order to phase methylation calls, the presence of a heterozy-
gous SNV within 150bps of the CpG-site is required. Furthermore, C>T SNVs are
excluded from this selection, as such SNVs would be indistinguishable from cyto-
sine methylation in a WGBS experiment. With these considerations, only 19% of
CpGs in ASM DMRs fall in the category that is in high complexity regions and
close enough to a phaseable SNV to be detected as ASM in a short-read WGBS
experiment (Figure 4.2A).

4.4.1. Functional analysis of ASM

With ASE analysis performed (Chapter 4.1), I then attempted to correlate promoter
ASM with ASE in the primary tumor sample. From 896 genes with significant ASE
effects (p-value < 0.05), only 18 genes were among the ASM genes identified through
pycoMeth. Of these 18, however, promoter methylation was strongly negatively
correlated with expression (Pearson R: -0.59, p-value: 0.005). When accounting for
allele-specific copy number, the partial correlation improves slightly (partial Pearson
R: -0.60, p-value: 0.01, (Figure 4.3)).
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Figure 4.3.: Correlation between ASM and ASE in the primary tumor sample. Plot-
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adapted from the medulloblastoma publication [187].
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4.5. DNA Methylation patterns on structural
variations

The CS11-17 structure present in this sample was assembled into two contigs (Chap-
ter 4.1), contig 1 which consists of heavily rearranged segments of chromosome 11
and contig 2 which consists of a nearly 2Mbp continuous segment from chromosome
11. This structure appears to have been derived from a single haplotype, from which
it was also deleted. I was therefore able to phase methylation calls from Nanopore
reads into wildtype haplotype and chromothriptic (CS11-17) haplotype, allowing the
interrogation of SV-specific methylation patterns. Methylation of contig 1 showed
little ASM, with only two genes with containing promoter ASM regions. Contig
2 on the other hand appeared globally hypomethylated compared to the wildtype
allele(Figure 4.4A). This hypomethylation covered the entire 2Mbp stretch that is
contig 2 of CS11-17, which included the gene body of the two genes STK33 and
TRIM66.

The other chromothriptic structure, the TI-threads, consists of short repetitive re-
gions and is therefore harder to compare to wildtype. Long-read mappings of TI-
threads to the reference genome result in complex chimeric alignments consisting of
short primary mappings associated with many supplementary alignments. In order
to ensure that Nanopolish was not influenced by the short alignment length, I in-
stead performed an alignment against the polished assembly (Chapter 4.1) of the
two largest TI-threads. First, I classified reads mapping into template regions on the
reference genome as either belonging to a TI-thread or belonging to a wildtype hap-
lotype. Then, I re-aligned the TI-thread reads to the TI-thread assembly, followed
by running Nanopolish in order to produce methylation predictions. I then com-
pared methylation called from TI-thread reads aligned to the TI-thread assembly
with methylation of wildtype reads aligned to reference. Both TI-threads showed
decreased methylation rate compared to wildtype, by about 0.18 and 0.28 β-score
difference in TI-thread 1 and 2, respectively(Figure 4.4B-C).

4.6. Code availability

The Snakemake pipeline used to basecall, filter, align, and methylation call Nanopore
data is available on GitHub under:

https://github.com/snajder-r/nanopore

The analysis code used to analyze results is published as part of the GitHub repos-
itory archiving all analysis scripts in the Medulloblastoma project:

https://github.com/PMBio/mb-nanopore-2022
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Figure 4.4.: Methylation analysis on chomothriptic SVs in medulloblastoma primary
tumor. A) Contig 1 (top) and contig 2 (bottom) schematic represen-
tation of compositions and origin of sequences (chromosome and co-
ordinates), together with the methylation rate in the chromothriptic
haplotype (red) and the wildtype haplotype (blue). Methylation rate
on contig 1 is typical for human genome (around 80% methylated) with
few differences between alleles. Contig 2, on the other hand, is glob-
ally demethylated on the chromothriptic haplotype. B-C) Methyla-
tion rate of TI-threads compared to methylation of template regions in
wildtype haplotype. Each point refers to one template region which is
concatenated multiple times in a TI-thread. Figure adapted from the
medulloblastoma publication [187].
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4.7. Conclusion

In this exploratory study, I show the utility of pycoMeth and MetH5 in a cancer
study of a single case of SHH medulloblastoma. Using pycoMeth, I was able to
identify a large number of DMRs between before and after treatment tumor tissue,
as well as highlighted ASM in the primary tumor sample, including aberrant DNA
methylation on several medulloblastoma driver genes. A large portion of DMRs
(34%) were in regions of low-complexity, and the majority (81%) of ASM DMRs in
primary tumor were either in low-complexity regions or too distant from phaseable
SNVs to be resolvable with short-read sequencing technologies.

Furthermore, taking advantage of methylation data stored in MetH5 format with
haplotype annotation, I performed further integrative analyses of the methylome on
structural variations, revealing hypomethylation in both chromothriptic structures
CS11-17 and TI-threads. TI-threads have since been identified in a number of other
cancer types [187] and further study of methylation patterns on these samples may
be of interest.

Despite pycoMeth excelling at the detection of low-effect-size DMRs, this single-
patient study warranted a more conservative reporting, as sources for potential val-
idation are lacking. Therefore, only high effect-size DMRs were reported. Further-
more, DMRs were reduced to gene-level promoter methylation after DMR calling,
in order to create a more easily digestable functional interpretation. Future studies
may want to include low-effect-size DMRs in gene bodies or intergenic regions.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated the application of pycoMeth on a heavily
perturbed cancer genome, as well as the benefits of long-read sequencing for DNA
methylation profiling overall.
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5. High resolution chromatin
accessibility prediction

DNA methylation profiling has been used for the measurement of chromatin acces-
sibility by in vitro methylating accessible chromatin using DNA methyltransferases,
and then interpreting methylated DNA as accessible and unmethylated DNA as in-
accessible. The NOMe-seq protocol uses M.CviPI in order to methylate accessible
GpC sites, and then uses WGBS to read methylated cytosine [28, 123]. Cytosine
in GpC context is then used to infer DNA accessibility, while cytosine in CpG con-
text is interpreted as endogenous CpG methylation. This allows for the profiling
of CpG methylation and DNA accessibility simultaneously. This method, however,
is subject to the limitations of WGBS, such as short reads, which are difficult to
phase into haplotypes or infer cis-regulatory interactions from, and the requirement
to perform base conversion via bisulfite treatment or antibody pulldown.

The following chapter explores the application of Nanopore sequencing and methy-
lation calling for the purpose of high resolution chromatin accessibility profiling in
long reads, using multiple methyltransferases for multi-motif in vitro methylation
of accessible chromatin. The ultimate goal of this study is to design a methylation
caller that can be used for the study of transcription factor binding (Chapter 1.1.4).
Such analyses have been previously performed using short read sequencing [95, 124].
Increased resolution and long reads may allow the study of more transcription factor
binding motifs and co-binding behavior of nearby sites.

Experiments were performed on data obtained from Drosophila melanogaster
(D.mel), an organism without endogenous cytosine or adenine methylation. The
three methyltransferases applied here include CpG methyltransferase M.SssI, named
after E.coli strain Spiroplasma sp. strain MQ1 from which it was originally cloned
[250], GpC methyltransferase M.CviPI, and context-free adenine methyltransferase
EcoGII. Since context free adenine targets about 1 in 4 bases, this method would
allow access to additional transcription factor binding motifs. Furthermore, it would
lead to an overall increase in resolution to nearly 25%, compared to GpC methylation
which only yields a resolution of 4.56%. Alternatively, it is possible to combine CpG
and GpC methylation in organisms like D.mel without endogenous CpG methyla-
tion, yielding a resolution of 7.65%. Combining all three methyltransferases can
yield a resolution of 36.50% and would allow simultaneous profiling of transcription
factor binding sites with motifs containing all three methlyation motifs (Table 5.1).
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Motif: CpG GpC A CpG+GpC CpG+GpC+A

Resolution: 4.14% 4.56% 28.86% 7.65% 36.50%

Avg. distance: 24.16 bps 21.94 bps 3.46 bps 13.08 bps 2.74 bps

Table 5.1.: Resolutions available by individual or combinations of methylation motifs
for chromatin accessibility profiling, represented as percentage of resolu-
tion and average distance between motifs. Numbers are computed based
on overall motif distribution in reference genome D.mel6

Since existing tools such as Nanopolish are designed to call only one type of methyla-
tion in one particular context, this chapter includes the development of a specialized
methylation caller. This caller is implemented as a modification to Nanopolish and
designed to predict chromatin accessibility status from mixed methylation profiles.
These methods can then be used for the discovery of transcription factor interaction
(co-binding) inferred from co-accessibility on the same long reads.

5.1. Contributions

The study was designed in collaboration with Arnaud Krebs (EMBL) and Math-
ias Boulanger (EMBL). All Nanopore sequencing data used in this chapter were
produced Mathias Boulanger (EMBL) and Rozemarijn Kleinendorst (EMBL).

5.2. Multi-modification Bayesian methylation caller

Nanopolish implements a Bayesian methylation caller which computes likelihood of
observing Nanopore raw signal given that a subsequence is methylated and another
given that it is unmethylated (Chapter 1.3.2). The difference between these (log-)
likelihoods is then reported as the LLR of methylation (Equation 1.7). The model
is parameterized by the mean and standard deviation of the Nanopore raw signal
for methylated and unmethylated k-mers (Equation 1.6). Since Nanopolish assumes
that nearby motifs share a methylation state, motifs closer than 10 bases are grouped
together.

This grouping, as well as a number of further limitations, make it difficult to apply
Nanopolish to the presented chromatin accessibility profiling setting. (i) Nanopolish
is designed for a single modification type, and published models include a CpG
model, a GpC model, and a dam model. Combined motifs, such as CpG+GpC are
not supported by the implementation. (ii) Nanopolish assumes methylation occurs
in self complementary context. This is a reasonable assumption for endogenous
DNA methylation, as most methyltransferases indeed bind in self complementary
sequences. With context-free adenine methylation, however, this is not given. CpG
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methylation and GpC methylation on the 3’-5’ strand can be collapsed to coordinates
on the 5’-3’ strand and still point at an appropriate motif. Yet, this is not the case
with context free adenine methylation. (iii) Grouping of nearby methylation motifs
is not viable in high resolution context, and would actually reduce the resolution of
chromatin accessibility prediction. (iv) Finally, the tab-delimited file format with
one line per methylation call is not suitable, particularly when interested in co-
methylation on single reads.

To address (i-ii) I made minor changes to the Nanopolish training and prediction
code. These changes allow for multiple modification types from mixed canonical
bases (e.g. adenine and cytosine) regardless of whether the binding motif is self-
complementary. Addressing (iii), I implemented an additional subcommand in Na-
nopolish, called call-accessibility, which is tailored for near-basepair resolution
chromatin accessibility calling. Lastly, the output of the call-accessibility sub-
command efficiently writes dense methylation calls on a read-level (iv). The follow-
ing section describes the modifications I made to Nanopolish as well as information
on the training strategy.

Parallel to the development of our specialized Nanopolish version, ONT released a
new methylation caller Remora (Chapter 1.3.2). Remora produces single-basepair
resolution methylation calls and implements a deep learning architecture, yet shares
some of the limitations of Nanopolish (specifically i-ii from above). To place my
specialized Nanopolish version into context, I also modified Remora accordingly and
trained it on the same data as the modified Nanopolish version presented here. The
evaluation section (Chapter 5.2.3) shows the performance of both the Nanopolish
and Remora models on hold-out data not used in training.

5.2.1. Methylation caller design

Original Nanopolish searches for methylation motifs such as CpG or GpC and then
groups nearby motifs together to produce a subsequence on which to call methy-
lation. For my modified Nanopolish command, I instead implemented a sliding
window approach (Figure 5.1). Since sequence context is necessary in order to
compensate for basecalling errors or sequence-to-signal alignment errors, a methy-
lation call must still be performed on a sequence window. For window size 16, the
sequence context used for methylation calling on base Rn is then represented as
S = [Rn−8, ..., Rn, ..Rn+7], where R is the reference genome sequence the read had
been aligned to and S the sequence context for methylation calling.

Standard Nanopolish would then compute a LLR based on sequence context as
LLR = logL(X|SM) − logL(X|SR) (Equation 1.7). This assumes that the entire
16bp sequence is either methylated or unmethylated which would fail to accurately
portray changepoints in chromatin accessibility. While this limitation applies to
endogenous methylation calling as well, it is especially problematic for study of
transcription factor binding, where footprints are measured in 5bps bins [95]. Since
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model parameters are based on 6-mers, and are either fully methylated or unmethy-
lated, it is impossible to completely avoid this discrepancy, but in this modified
implementation I attempted to improve resolution without reducing window size.
To do so, I implement marginalization of methylation likelihood for flanking 6bps
regions.

In a first step, the sequence context S is split into three 6bp long parts, SPr =
[S0, ..., S5], S

C = [S6, ..., S11], and SPo = [S12, ..., S16], the prefix, center, and postfix
sequence, respectively. Likelihood can be split into

logL(X|SM) = logL(XPr|SPr
M ) + logL(XC |SC

M) + logL(XPo|SPo
M ) (5.1)

The goal is then to compute LLR based only on the center sequence, that is

LLR = logL(XC |SC
M)− logL(XC |SC

R ) (5.2)

First, I derive the marginal likelihood of the postfix and prefix sequence independent
of methylation status

L(XPx) = L(XPx|SPx
M ) + L(XPx|SPx

R )

where Px stands for either Po or Pr.

I can then expand LLR to

LLR = logL(XPr) + logL(XC |SC
M) + logL(XPo)

− logL(XPr)− logL(XC |SC
R )− logL(XPo)

However, likelihoods still need to be computed on the entire 16bps window in or-
der to allow sequence-to-signal alignment to perform reliably. Therefore, I imple-
mented likelihood computation on the full 3-part sequences, for all combinations of
methylation states in the flanking regions. Let Sijk refer to a query sequence with
methylation status i in the prefix, j in the center and k in the postfix. For example,
SMMR is methylated in the prefix and center and unmethylated in the postfix.

Using Equation 5.1, given such a mixed-methylated sequence, the likelihood can
then be described as the product

L(X|Sijk) = L(XPr|SPr
i )L(XC |SC

j )L(X
Po|SPo

k ) (5.3)

I then implement likelihood calculation as

LLR = log
∑

i∈{M,R}

∑
k∈{M,R}

L(X|SiMk)− log
∑

i∈{M,R}

∑
k∈{M,R}

L(X|SiRk) (5.4)

To derive how this equality holds, let’s define some shorthands. Let Y Z = L(XZ |SZ
Y )

where Z ∈ {Pr, C, Po} is the segment and Y ∈ {M,R} the methylation state.
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Then the first sum evaluates to

log
∑

i∈{M,R}

∑
k∈{M,R}

L(X|SiMk) = log
∑

i∈{M,R}

∑
k∈{M,R}

iPrMCkPo

= log(MPrMCMPo +MPrMCRPo +RPrMCMPo +RPrMCRPo)

= log(MC(MPrMPo +MPrRPo +RPrMPo +RPrRPo))

= log(MC(MPr +RPr)(MPo +RPo))

= logMC + log(MPr +RPr) + log(MPo +RPo)

and analogously the second sum evaluates to

log
∑

i∈{M,R}

∑
k∈{M,R}

= logRC + log(MPr +RPr) + log(MPo +RPo)

substituting these in equation Equation 5.4 yields

LLR = logMC + log(MPr +RPr) + log(MPo +RPo)

− logRC − log(MPr +RPr)− log(MPo +RPo)

= logMC − logRC

= logL(XC |SC
M)− logL(XC |SC

R )

which is what was defined as the goal in Equation 5.2. Note that LLRs in regions
without a methylation motif in the center segment will simply be returned as 0,
since MC and RC will be the same. This is desired, as a LLR of 0 corresponds to
a methylation probability, and thus probability of chromatin accessibility, of 50%,
which means complete uncertainty.

One more issue that needs considering is that mixed methylation states at the seg-
ment boundaries can result in mixed-methylation k-mers, where the start of a k-mer
is methylated and the end is not. For this purpose, the model needs to be ex-
tended with all combinations of mixed methylated 6mers such that first n < 6 are
methylated and the remaining n − 6 bases are not, or vice versa. Depending on
the number of methylation motifs in the model, this can lead to an increase from 2
(fully methylated/unmethylated) to 7 k-mer variations. Since training data does not
contain such mixed-methylated k-mers, however, these mixed k-mers simply receive
dummy parameters, which contribute equally on both sides of the LLR calculation
and therefore do not influence the LLR computation.

Output format

High resolution accessibility calls require an efficient storage solution, as many more
LLRs are produced per read. Since the purpose of this caller is to be used for tran-
scription factor co-binding on single reads, the read-dimension is more important
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Figure 5.1.: Specialized methylation caller design for high resolution calling, based
on a modified Nanopolish implementation. Methylation calls are pro-
duced on 16bps windows using a sliding-window fashion. Windows are
then split into three 6bps segments, the center segment for which the
LLR should be computed, and the two flanking segments (prefix and
postfix). Methylation status of the flanking segments is then marginal-
ized out to produce a methylation call for at most 6bps context.

than the genomic coordinates. MetH5 is designed for rapid access to genomic co-
ordinates and read-level aggregation, but not optimized for such a high density of
methylation calls, as genomic coordinates would be stored for each call.

For this reason, and also because I was modifying Nanopolish, I decided to imple-
ment a variation of the original Nanopolish tab-delimited text output format, yet
with one line per read instead of one line per methylation call. As a compromise
between accurate storage of LLR and efficient usage of datatypes, I decided to store
LLRs for an entire read as an ASCII string, not unlike how quality strings are stored
in FASTA files. Each line in the output format consists of the start coordinates at
which the read mapped (chromosome and position on the reference genome), the
mapping direction/strand, the read name, and an ASCII string containing all LLRs
computed for this string, including zero-LLRs for regions with no methylation motif.
Long sequences of zero-LLRs can be easily compressed (e.g. using bzip compres-
sion) Including all LLRs reduces the dependency on other forms of methylation call
alignment, such as the distance based method implemented in the MM tag in the
BAM format, or coordinate based as in MetH5.

The transformation from LLR to ASCII character is performed as:

f(LLR) = max(min(⌊79 + sign(LLR) · 15 · log(1 + |LLR|)⌋, 33), 125)

The resulting value corresponds to an ASCII character, where a LLR of 0 evaluates
to 79 (ASCII O), LLRs less than -20 evaluate to 33 (ASCII !) and LLRs larger than
20 evaluate to 125 (ASCII }). The logarithmic scale makes it so that LLRs closer
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Figure 5.2.: Mapping of ASCII character to LLR in the output format of the mod-
ified Nanopolish version for high resolution / high density chromatin
accessibility calling from methylation. LLR 0 maps to ASCII character
’O’. Colored squares represent LLR transformed to methylation poste-
rior probability as visualized in pycoMeth plots.

to zero are resolved with more detail than LLRs with large magnitude(Figure 5.2).
The inverse function used when reading the file format is then

LLR = f−1(a) = sign(a− 79)

(
exp

(
|a− 79|

15

)
− 1

)

5.2.2. Training

Training data was produced from D.mel by in vitro methylation of DNA after nu-
cleosome removal, yielding DNA that is completely methylated (to the degree of
methyltransferase efficiency). For the training of unmethylated k-mers, completely
unmethylated DNA was obtained as well. In order to investigate multiple combina-
tions of methylation motifs, three different settings were explored: (i) single-enzyme
methylation using the context-free adenine methyltransferase, (ii) double-enzyme en-
zyme methylation using the two cytosine methyltransferases (CpG and GpC), and
(iii) triple-enzyme methylation combining both the two cytosine methyltransferases
and the context-free adenine methyltransferase.

I then modified the training functions provided by Nanopolish to allow for multiple
methylation motifs and to also allow for methylation of non self complementary
motifs. Applying this modified training routine, I then train four Nanopolish models,
one for each of the three methylated datasets, plus one on the unmethylated dataset
in order to fine-tune parameters of unmethylated k-mers (Figure 5.3).

5.2.3. Evaluation

I evaluated models based on hold-out data from fully methylated and and unmethy-
lated data which was not used in training. Furthermore, I also modified ONT’s open
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Figure 5.3.: Training of modified Nanopolish for chromatin accessibility. Three
methylated models are trained from fully methylated data, with ade-
nine, cytosine in CpG+GpC, or all three combined. One unmethylated
model is trained. Constant parameters for mixed states are included
to mitigate that no training data is available for mixed methylated k-
mers(Chapter 5.2.1).

source methylation caller Remora to support multiple methylated bases and trained
Remora on the same data, using the training routines provided by Remora.

Since both Nanopolish and Remora report uncertainties of methylation calls, in the
case of Nanopolish as a Bayesian expression represented by the LLR and in the
case of Remora as the activation of the final classifier layer, methylation calling re-
sults can be thresholded to include only calls of a minimum degree of certainty. A
higher certainty threshold typically results in higher accuracy calls (assuming a well
calibrated model), but also result in fewer usable calls, reducing coverage and reso-
lution. When comparing different callers, it is therefore important to consider how
they perform over varying different certainty thresholds, while certainty is defined
as a threshold to absolute LLR. Activations from Remora are transformed to the
same scale, by applying the logit function (Equation 3.3).

Comparing Nanopolish and Remora shows good performance in both methods from
the double-enzyme model, with Nanopolish having higher precision with lower recall,
but a better F1-score than Remora. When aiming for at least 80% of covered motifs
called, Nanopolish achieves an F1-score of 0.9713, while Remora achieves 0.9636.
With single- and triple-enzyme, where adenine methylation is called, Remora per-
forms better than the Nanopolish model, however both models show poor perfor-
mance. With the same target 80% calling rate, Nanopolish achieves F1-scores of
0.7616 and 0.6106 for single-enzyme and triple-enzyme, respectively, and Remora
0.7827 and 0.6644.

These rather discouraging results for adenine methylation calling could be the result
of a number of factors. The simplest explanation may be that adenine methylation
does not perturb the current signal as strongly as cytosine methylation, therefore
leading to a higher signal-to-noise ratio for the problem of methylation calling. This
problem could be improved with future advances in Nanopore chemistry, however
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Figure 5.4.: Evaluation of chromatin accessibility model implemented from modi-
fied and retrained Nanopolish as well as alternative Remora model on
the three data-types. X-axis maps the fraction of methylation motifs
which could be confidently called, while lines are plotted by varying the
threshold for confidence from 0.1 to 20 absolute LLR. The y-axis repre-
sents, from left to right, the recall (TPR), precision, and F1-score as a
compromise between recall and precision(Equation 3.6).
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5. High resolution chromatin accessibility prediction

the fact that Remora performs better on adenine methylation may be an indication
that deeper models with more sequence context may be sufficient. Another possible
explanation for reduced performance in adenine methylation could be biases against
highly methylated molecules in sequencing, reducing to flawed training and testing
data.

In any case, seeing how adenine methylation could not be reliably called, the re-
maining evaluations were performed on the double-enzyme model.

Viability for transcription factor co-binding study

Finally, I evaluated the viability of the model for the study of transcription factor
co-binding in D.mel, assuming an absolute LLR threshold of 3.4, which results in
80% of motifs being called. While methylation calling accuracies using the proposed
Nanopolish model are rather accurate, it is important to consider the potential
accumulation of errors and drop-outs in the analysis. A bound transcription factor
can be identified as short inaccessible regions flanked by short accessible regions,
while an unbound transcription factor is either completely accessible or completely
inaccessible if nucleosome occupied (Chapter 1.1.4).

Following the literature [95], I characterized a transcription factor as a three-bin re-
gion which then need to be classified as accessible (A) or inaccessible (I), where each
bin is 20bps in size. A pattern of AIA would then correspond to a bound transcrip-
tion factor, III an unbound transcription factor, and the remaining 6 combinations
as nucleosome occupied. In order to analyze transcription factor binding, all three
bins must contain a methylation motif and contain a confident (and correct) methy-
lation call. Furthermore, for analysis of co-binding, the same must be true for both
transcription factors in a read, hence extending the number of bins which must be
called correctly to 6.

In order to estimate how drop-outs and methylation calling errors propagate in the
analyiss, I first estimate the average number of methylation motifs (CpG or GpC)
in each bin, using transcription factor annotations for D.mel from JASPAR 2020
[251]. I find that the average number of motifs in the flanking bins is 1.75, while
it is 2.0 for the center bin. Using these averages, I then modeled the number of
correct methylation calls for accessible and inaccessible bins as a binomial distribu-
tion and computed the expect number of bin-classifications. This was done under
consideration of the two different error types (false positives and false negatives) in
methylation calling. The resulting confusion matrix (Figure 5.5A) shows high accu-
racy, with 95% of bound and 93% of unbound transcription factors being accurately
classified.

Further it is important to consider that lack of methylation motif in any of the three
bins, or lack of methylation calls passing the threshold in one of the bins, results in
that motif being unable to be called. To estimate the number of motifs that can
be used in co-binding analyses, I first need to assume a binding fraction. Literature
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Figure 5.5.: Analysis of transcription factor binding site classification using the mod-
ified Nanopolish caller for chromatin accessibility profiling. A) Confu-
sion matrix between transcription factor binding motifs represented as
three bins. B) Breakdown of expected distribution of transcription fac-
tor classification results. ”No calls” refers to sites in which at least one
bin has no valid methylation call. ”Called” refers to motifs which were
classified as bound or unbound, while ”Nucleosome involved” refers to
all other classifications.

suggests an expected distribution of 15% of motifs being bound, 35% unbound and
50% nucleosome occupied [95]. I then find that using these assumptions and the
evaluation statistics an expected 52.94% of motifs would not receive a classification,
27.36% would be classified as nucleosome occupied and 18.70% would be called as
either bound or unbound and therefore usable in a co-binding analysis.

Finally, I performed a power analysis via simulation, determining the sequencing
depth required to accurately identify co-bound transcription factors. In this simu-
lation, I simulated 300 pairs of transcription factor binding sites, where 150 pairs
(50%) were co-binding and the other 50% were independently binding. For each
motif-pair, I simulated a number of reads matching the sequencing depth. Since
even co-bound transcription factors do not always perfectly match their binding
states, I estimated a co-binding rate of 50%. That means that a co-bound pair will
match the binding state in 50% of reads and will have independent binding state
(which may also be matching) in the other 50% of reads. For each read, I then
drew classifications for both motifs from the confusion matrix, or with probability
matching the drop-out rate decide that the motif cannot be classified. I then com-
puted a contingency matrix with the number of reads bound and unbound in both
motifs of the pair and performed a Fisher-Exact test to determine whether the pair
is identified as co-binding (p-value < 0.05). I repeated this simulation for varying
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Figure 5.6.: Power analysis of transcription factor co-binding analysis using modified
Nanopolish model. Simulating pairs of transcription factors, 50% co-
binding and 50% independently binding, at varying sequencing depth,
to analyze recall and precision of co-binding prediction.

sequencing depths, computing precision and recall for co-binding identification.

The result shows that high coverage is required to compensate for the high number
of dropouts and nucleosome occupation. The number of false positives, however,
is low at any coverage, while detection power increases with increasing sequencing
depth. Using the assumption made above, I estimate that a coverage of 150x is
sufficient to detect 80% of co-binding transcription factor pairs (Figure 5.6). Note,
that this coverage describes the number of reads covering both binding sites, and
actually sequencing depth needs to then be adjusted to consider for read length
distribution and distance between binding sites to be studied.

5.3. Code availability

The modified Nanopolish and Remora versions have been forked from their original
GitHub repositories. Remora modifications also required slight modifications to the
open-source ONT basecaller bonito.

� Nanopolish: https://github.com/snajder-r/nanopolish

� Remora: https://github.com/PMBio/remora
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� Bonito: https://github.com/PMBio/bonito

5.4. Conclusion

Methylation based profiling of chromatin accessibility on long reads shows good
potential for the study of transcription factor interaction, given that read lengths and
sequencing depth manage to cover pairs of transcription factor binding sites. The
combined calling of CpG and GpC methylation increases the resolution compared to
only GpC-based profiling from 21.94bps to 13.08bps on average, and the Nanopolish
model I implemented performs better than the deep-learning model Remora when
trained on the same data. Still, seeing how transcription factor footprinting requires
accurate methylation calling on three (small) bins per binding site, drop-outs from
lack of methylation covered motifs or from quality filtering of methylation calls
reduce accuracy. This leads to a requirement of high sequencing depth to reach
reasonable power for the detection of co-binding.

Chromatin accessibility profiling based on adenine methylation would massively in-
crease the resolution (to 3.46bps) and allow profiling of transcription factors with
binding sites not containing CpG or GpC motifs. Unfortunately, with the methy-
lation calling accuracies observed from both the modified Nanopolish and Remora,
the error is too great to perform transcription factor co-binding analysis. It is un-
clear whether this is an inherent issue with sequencing highly adenine methylated
molecules, or whether signal of adenine methylation is more challenging to detect.
Future studies may focus on training of deeper models and bespoke architectures for
the detection of adenine methylation in Nanopore data. Future versions of Nanopore
chemistry (pore, motor protein) could also be explored for improved methylation
signal.
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6. Summary

In this thesis I presented novel standards, software infrastructure, and machine learn-
ing methods for epigenetic analysis from Nanopore sequencing data. This includes
MetH5, a high-performance, rapid random access, and parallelizable storage con-
tainer optimized for analysis and visualization of methylation calls from Nanopore.
MetH5 efficiently stores reference-anchored methylation calls including methylation
call uncertainty. Furthermore, it allows for the storage of read information, includ-
ing haplotype assignment or other read annotations. The MetH5 python API and
CLI implement optimized routines for creation of MetH5 files, data querying, and
aggregation of important quality statistics in a user friendly interface. When com-
pared with the in parallel developed MM tag used in BAM files for methylation
storage, MetH5 shows massively improved access times, both for random access as
well as sequential access, at little cost to storage space usage.

With pycoMeth (version 2), I presented an improvement to the original pycoMeth
prototype, where I implemented a Bayesian methylation segmentation suite in the
form of a HMM changepoint detection algorithm. This segmentation algorithm
allows for consensus segmentation of multiple methylation profiles, such as from
multiple samples or haplotypes, and models methylation call uncertainties reported
by the methylation caller in a Bayesian framework. Furthermore, in addition to
implementing improved parallelization, I expanded pycoMeth’s differential methy-
lation testing suite by adding two more test modes and improved correction for
multiple testing including IHW. I demonstrate the utility of pycoMeth both on a
simulated dataset with ground truth segments and DMRs as well as a real dataset
and show that pycoMeth performs equivalent or better than existing tools designed
for WGBS.

Applying pycoMeth to a cancer study from a patient with chromothriptic medul-
loblastoma, I demonstrated the benefits of DNA methylation analysis on Nanopore
data compared to WGBS and report methylation related to ASE and structural
variations.

Finally, I explored the potential of methylation based chromatin accessibility
profiling using Nanopore sequencing, and developed a specialized methylation caller
for mixed methylation motifs. This caller was implemented as a modification to Na-
nopolish, which I then trained on fully methylated and unmethylated Nanopore
data of varying methylation motifs. In parallel, I trained the deep learning based
methylation caller Remora on the same training data, and compared the perfor-
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mance. While both tools managed to produce good methylation calls for the mixed
CpG+GpC motif, with the modified Nanopolish model performing slightly better,
neither model was able to accurately learn adenine methylation from the given train-
ing data. In a power analysis, however, I show that CpG+GpC may be sufficient for
the analysis of transcription factor co-binding utilizing long Nanopore reads, given
that the transcription factors contain CpG or GpC motifs and sufficient sequencing
depth can be generated
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7. Future research

Long term read-level storage of methylation data will undoubtedly find a gold-
standard in the BAM format, seeing how it has high adoption and is well supported
in many visualization and analysis tools. While the MetH5 format offers much
higher performance, making it a good intermediate format for methylation analysis,
continued maintenance and development is required to keep it relevant. This can be
capitalized on by expanding the MetH5 toolkit with additional language APIs, such
as for R, which is used in a plethora of standard methylation analysis workflows.
Furthermore, with increasing interest in the study of oxidative derivatives of 5mC,
MetH5 should be expanded to allow for multiple modification calls for different
modification types, such as 5mC, 5hmC, 5fC, or 5caC on the same cytosine and
read. While this is already possible in BAM format, the relational design of the
MetH5 container is a natural choice for this, as the LLR dataset could be expanded
with additional dimensions. Thereby, the ranges dataset could be shared for fast
access and efficient storage, while the MM tag in the BAM format require repeating
the (relative) coordinates for each call.

While the current pycoMeth segmentation model works well when read-groups
(such as samples or haplotypes) can be assigned a priori, it may be possible to
infer read-groups directly from methylation, or a combination of methylation and
genomics, during the segmentation process. Recent studies have shown the potential
of clustering reads into epigenetic states based on methylation signal [252]. Such a
step could be implemented directly in the Bayesian model, and help to identify reads
from different cell cycle states, cell- and tissue-types. Further potential improve-
ments to the pycoMeth differential methylation testing module include additional
tests, such as implementation and benchmarking of a beta-regression test for the
β-score difference hypothesis, which may be better suited for comparing ratios than
the currently implemented rank based test. Furthermore, the IHW implementation
currently shows little improvement to testing power and future work may include im-
plementation and benchmarking of different weights for IHW. As for computational
performance, current segmentation algorithms are currently expensive to compute
and scale poorly with increasing sample size. The current implementation of the
Bayesian segmentation algorithm could be converted to a Bayesian neural network.
Model compression could then be applied to improve performance and allow for
hardware acceleration using GPU architecture.

The mixed-motif methylation calling for the purpose chromatin accessibility pro-
filing, will require further research and development, especially for the m6A methy-
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lation calling. Adenine methylation calling would allow for massively increased
resolution and access to more transcription factor binding motifs. In the presented
benchmark, both the Bayesian caller Nanopolish as well as the deep learning model
Remora have difficulty predicting adenine methylation. As a first step, the quality of
training data will need to be verified. At the moment it is unclear, whether Nanopore
reads from the fully adenine methylated samples were actually methylated at a high
degree, or whether biases in the Nanopore chemistry preferably sequenced unmethy-
lated DNA. The degree of such a bias, if one exists, could be verified by sequencing
methylated (5mC and/or 6mA) and unmethylated DNA together, followed by clus-
tering of raw Nanopore signal, as was performed in early methylation callers [179].
Recent developments in methylation calling from Nanopore have shown potential
of sequence based deep learning architectures, such as the transformer model [253].
Seeing how Remora performed better than Nanopolish in the calling of adenine
methylation, such deep architectures may be explored for the problem of adenine or
combined adenine and cytosine methylation calling.

Furthermore, with new sequencing kits being released by ONT, including new pore
versions and modifications to the motor enzyme, models for methylation calling will
require retraining to operate on signal retrieved from newer chemistry. This may
trigger a re-evaluation of adenine methylation using newly trained deep learning
models.
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Appendix A.

Example uncertainty propagation

To give a toy example, assuming m(x) ∈ {met,¬met} is a binary classifier based
on Bayesian inference deciding whether cytosine in a CpG is methylated based on
measurement x, and r(X) computes the estimated methylation rate of cytosines in
region X, then the näıve approach would be to reduce m(x) to a binary prediction
for each x.

m(x) =

{
1 if P (met|x) > 0.5

0 otherwise

r(X) =
1

|X|
∑
x∈X

m(x)

However, the methylation prediction may be easier in one sequence context than
another, and the result of m(x) may be more reliable in the easier context. In
Bayesian terms, the posterior P (met|x) directly scales with P (x) (Equation 1.1),
the term representing the information value of evidence x. Uncertainty propagation
refers to forwarding this information to the downstream model. In this toy example,
r could instead be modeled as the expectation value of r given x and m:

r(m(X)) = E [r|m,X] =
1

|X|
∑

P (met|x)
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Appendix B.

MetH5 CLI

The MetH5 CLI is implemented in python and part of the meth5 python module.
The purpose of the MetH5 CLI is to provide users with an interface from which
they can perform basic operations on MetH5 file, such as the creation of MetH5
files, read-annotation, as well as extraction of methylation aggregates and quality
statistics. This chapter describes the functionality implemented in the MetH5 CLI.

B.1. Writing MetH5 files

MetH5 creation

Two modes for MetH5 creation have been implemented in the CLI. The create m5

subcommand allows for the creation of a MetH5 container from one or multiple
tab-delimited input files, such as the format created by the Nanopolish methylation
caller. In order to keep the memory profile during creation constant, the MetH5
CLI will load the tab-delimited text files in fixed-size batches of methylation calls
and incrementally build the MetH5 container. While this routine ins designed to be
used with Nanopolish output files, the format is easily human readable and can be
created by users from output of any other methylation caller.

The second mode for MetH5 creation is implemented in the convert subcommand.
This mode will can read multiple BAM files with MM and ML tag and convert the
methylation calls stored in BAM files into a single MetH5 container. Seeing how
this mode depends on pysam, which at this time is not yet compatible with MM
tags making use of the ? modifier (Chapter 1.3.2), compatibility with BAM files
created by Remora or Guppy is currently not given, but the command is ready to
be deployed with an updated version of pysam once available, allowing for MetH5
creation from Remora or Guppy methylation calls.

Both methods of MetH5 creation allow users to choose compression options, chunk
size, and a selection of chromosomes to be included in the MetH5 container.
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Read annotation

Using the annotate reads subcommand, read-group annotations can be applied to
an existing MetH5 file. This function requires a tab-delimited input file with two
columns: the read name and the read-group. The read-group key under which read-
groups should be stored is provided when calling the subcommand. Read groups are
then assigned unique integer representation, and stored as datasets in the MetH5
file, together with the metadata required to map integer read-groups back to the
original text representation.

B.2. Reading MetH5 files

Listing contents

Since MetH5 is designed for parallel computing with load distribution based on
chunked storage, it is important for users to be able to query the number of chunks
per chromosome at a given chunk size. For this purpose, the MetH5 CLI implements
the list chunks subcommand, which will list the chromosomes and number of
chunks per chromosomes for an existing MetH5 container.

BedGraph extraction

The BedGraph track format is a widespread file format used for visualization of
1-dimensional data on genomic coordinates [254]. The MetH5 CLI implements the
bedgraph subcommand for the extraction of quality statistics over genomic coordi-
nates. Users can subset regions or create BedGraph for the entire contents of the
MetH5 file. Currently implemented statistics are methylation rate, which computes
the methylation β-score for each region after thresholding LLRs, and coverage, which
computes the number of reads covering a region after filtering out low confidence
methylation calls.

Region statistics

The region stats subcommand is designed to compute aggregate statistics for
regions defined by the user and supplied as a second input file. For each provided
region, the MetH5 CLI then computes the overall methylation β-score, the number
of unique CpGs covered by the region, and the number of total methylation calls
passing the confidence threshold from all reads and CpGs in the region. The output
is returned as one line per region in a tab-delimited format.
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Figure C.1.: Difference between methylation call storage from short-read and long-
read data. Left: short-read methylation calls are typically reduced to a
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Figure C.2.: Top: Parallel operations over methylation-call based chunks lead to
even load distribution. Bottom: Using evenly spaced genomic windows
to define work packages results in uneven load distribution caused by
variation in CpG density and mapping coverage. Figure adapted from
the pycoMeth publication [207]
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Effect of test method on DMR calling performance Effect of segmentation on DMR calling performance
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Figure C.3.: Comparison between pycoMeth performance on high coverage (30x)
and low-coverage (15x) simulated data. Figure adapted from the py-
coMeth publication [207] A) Segmentation evaluation as in Figure 3.5.
B-C) DMR calling evaluation as in Figure 3.6
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ACGTCGTACGTCGTATACGTACGT (grouped call by Nanopolish)

Pseudo-bulk conversion

pycoMeth read-level 
beta score difference test 
(more conservative)

Power depends 
on read depth

pycoMeth 
LLR-difference test
(less conservative)

Power increased 
by both dimensions

Read/segment rate computation

B C

Fisher test used on pseudo-bulk dataA

Additional power from  grouped Nanopolish call

pycoMeth Fisher exact testD

Power increased 
by both dimensions

Power increased 
by both dimensions

Unmethylated Methylated
Methylation calls

← certainty →

Figure C.4.: Confounders of test power in the DMR tests implemented in pycoMeth
and in bisulfite sequencing. Figure adapted from the pycoMeth pub-
lication [207]. A) When Nanopore methylation calls are converted to
pseudo-bulk such that tools designed for bisulfite sequencing can be ap-
plied, grouped Nanopolish calls may inflate testing power. The Fisher-
Exact test also draws power from both read-depth and segment size.
B) The LLR difference hypothesis implemented in pycoMeth version 1
and 2 draws power from both read-depth and segment size. C) The BS
difference hypothesis implemented in pycoMeth version 2 draws power
only from read-depth and therefore represents the most conservative
test implemented in pycoMeth. D) The count dependency hypothe-
sis implemented in pycoMeth performs a Fisher-Exact or χ2 test and
draws power from both dimensions as well.
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Figure C.5.: Comparing segmentations performed on simulated Nanopolish methyla-
tion calls with permuted segmentations. Rows with “(random)” repre-
sent segmentations in which the original segmentation had the order of
segments randomized, while keeping number of segments and segment
lengths the same. This figure shows that all segmentations perform bet-
ter than random with the same distribution of segment lengths. Figure
adapted from the pycoMeth publication [207]. A) Distance from dis-
covered segment to nearest ground truth segment. B) Distance from
ground truth segment to nearest discovered segment.
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Figure C.6.: Investigating precision and recall in low-effect-size DMRs in simulated
data. For the computation of recall, ground-truth DMRs were filtered
based on the maximum effect-size on the X-axis, while for the compu-
tation of precision predicted DMRs were filtered. Figure adapted from
the pycoMeth publication [207]
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Figure C.7.: Figure adapted from [187]. Correlation between differential promoter
methylation and differential expression, comparing primary tumor be-
fore treatment and relapse tumor. White crosses show genes with strong
differential expression (absolute log-fold change > 2) while red crosses
additionally exhibit increased copy-number in primary tumor. Figure
adapted from the medulloblastoma publication [187]
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